COllNTY OF SAN J)JEGO- DEPAIHMENT OF PURCHASING AND CONTRACTING
CONTUACT NO. 542145
AMENDMENT NO . ...i..
To: Sccurus Technologies. Pursuant to the contmct changes dntl~, you nre din.."Ctcd to nmke the changes described herein to the
Contmct or do the following described work not included in the previous agreed on Statement of Work.;o
A"!..
/r/.
Title ofCuntmct. l'roicct, or Pmgnun: Inmate l'honc Scr\'ices

EOCcti\'C Date: Se!llembcr Mt. 2014

Dcscrip1ion of Conlrncl Chnngc(s) nndlor Work To Be none:

I.

In nccordancc with Federal communications conuni::;sion nrling. 47CFR Part 64, cO"cctivc February I I, 2014. that mtcs
ror intcrstutc imnntc culling scn•iccs urc consistent with the stntutOI)' requirements of sections 201 (b) and 276 to be just
rcnsonnblc nnd fair. Sec supportirlg documentation included nfier page 3 of this amendment.
Exhibit C has hccn revised on page 3 to reflect new interstate innmtc calling mtc of$0.25 cents per minute for collect
calls and 0.21 cents n minute for cnlls mndc using debit nnd prc·pnid calling accounts.

2.

The Compensation Section on the Signature Page (Page 13) is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
COi\lPENSATION: Compensation to be paid to the County ofSnn Diego. Sherin's Department~ Inmate Services
Divisiorl. 10159 Mission Gorge Road Stc. C, Santee, CA 92071.
·rhis is l.II"C\'CIIUC contrnct between the County ofSnn lliego Shcrin,s and Probation Departments and the Contrnctor.
by which the Contactor will pay the Sherin,s Oepmtmcnt after the ciTecth·c dny of this contract. a sum of Three
milliun four hundred thousand dollars ($3.400,000) as on nnnual revenue guamntl:C (ARG) amount plus eighty
percent (80%) of ony amount in excess of six million four hundred thousand dollars ($6,400,000) eontrnct year gross
revenue. The mnount of gross revenue over six million~ four hundred thousand ($6,•100~000) su~jcct to the 80%
payment to the Cnunty will not include any revenue from interstate culls.
Annual revenue guamntee shall be firm and fixed nnd subject to change ONLY with the npprovnl of the County of
San Diego.
ARG for the Shcrin1s nnd Probation shall be pnid in twelve monthly payments of$283,333.33 cnch. The Contractor
shall pay the County the full ARG amount of three million four hundred thousand dollars ($3.400.000) over a twelve
month period. l'vlonthly payments to the County shall be within thirty (30) days following the previous months gross
revenue received by the Contmctor.
At the end of each twcl\•e month contrnct period! the gross rC\'CilllC shall he calculated. If the gros.c; revenue for that
twelve month period exceeds six million four hundred thousand ($6~400,000), the County will receive eight percent
(80%) of the amount that exceeds six million four hundred thousand ($6,400,000) Contract year gross re\'enuc. The
amount of gross revenue over six million~ four hundred thousand ($6.400~000) subject to the 80% payment to the
County will not include nny revenue from intcrstnte calls.
The Contmctor shu II pny the County the money due within 30 days of the end of the contmct period.
If any payments due under this section nrc not received hy the County within the specified period of NET 30 days~
County is entitled In recover interest thereon. Interest shall be ott he rotc of five per cent (5%) per annum or any
1mrtion thereof calculated from the date payment is due.
Contmctur llcknowledgcs that the services in this Agreement nrc being provided to pcnatogical custodinl detention
litcilitics and it muy he ncccssaf)' from time to time for the County to disable the functioning of certain telcphom..-s in
order to preserve or restore order for the snfcty nml st-curity of all individuals in the facility. Such decisions shall be made
in the so'lc and complete discretion of the Sheritl,s Department personnel who shall endeavor to disable the least number
of telephones for the rninimurnumnunt of time neccs.'iOI)'.

3.

The ARG the current contmct year ending August 61h 2014 will he three million four hundred fifty one thousand five
huudrcd sc1•cn

4.

dollm~

($3.451,507)

All other terms nnd conditions remain in ciTcct
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All otherTcnns and Conditions remain in effect.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, County and Contrnctorhavc executed this A;nendmcnt cflCctivc as Of the date first set .forth above.
We. the undersigned Contractor, have given careful consideration to
the change proJlOscd and hereby agree, if this Jlmposcd change is
opprovctl, tlmt we will provide all equipment furnish all materials,
except us may otherwise be noted abO\'C. and pcrfonn all services
ilcccssm)' for the work specified herein.

'fiJJSAMENDMEI\'T IS NOT\~\UD llNI.ESSAI•J)ltOVEO RY
TilE UIIIF.CTOR, UEI'AIITMt:NT OF PIIRCJIASJNG AND
CONTRACTING.

Sccums Technologies

By:

d,M~!;,~~c;2~=----,--=:---

ROilERT PICKENS. ChiefOpcmting Officer
14651 D;~llas Parkway
Sixth Floor
Dalllt" Tcxus 75254

Dntc:

q- I~ "l'f

~ROYE/J
By:

JOliN M. Jli:~LLF.GRINO, Director
Depurtmenl of Purchasing and Contracting

£.. M.

C(.-./vt-{1

'f/ $c/

f7,fl--

2 "1 4Dnlc: ---'-~--=-:+--=--'--'----1
I

AJ>J>ROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY
County Counsel

lly:._~:..:.=__c_;:f__y_ __
Dntc:_lf-'+/-'-1t=-1-/-'--1'J-'-----
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EPA APPROVED MISSISSIPPI NON-REGULATORY PROVISIONS
State

Name of non-regulatory
SIP provision

Applicable geographic or nonattainment area

Transportation Conformity
Interagency Consultation
And General Provisions.

DeSoto County portion of Memphis, TN-AR-MS
2008 8-hour Ozone Nonattainment Area

submittal
date/

EPA approval date

Explanation

effective date

•
{FR Doc. 2013-27019 Filnd 11-12-13:8:45 run]
BILLING CODE 656o-So-P

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION
47 CFR Part 64
lWC Docket No. 12-375; FCC 13-113]

Rates for Interstate Inmate Calling
Services

AGENCY: Federal Communications
Commission.
ACTION: Final l'llle.
SUMMARY: In this documont, the Federnl
Communications Commission
(Commission) adopts ru.le changes to
l1ring high intHrstate inmate calling
service (ICS) rates into compli<1nce with
the statutory mandate of being just,
rea.•mnable, and fair. This action is
intended to bring rate relief to inmates
and thei.r friends and families who have
historically been required to pay abovecost mtes for interstate lCS.
DATES: This final rule is effective
February 11, 2014 except for 47 CFH
£)4.6060 and Section lll.I which contain
information collection requirements that
are not effective until approved by the
Office of Management and Budget. The
FCC will publish a document in the
Federal Register announcing the
effective date for those sections.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Lynne Engledow, \i\lireline Competition
Bureau, Pricing Policy Division, (202)
418-1!'120 or lynne.engledow@[cc.go\'.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Thi.s is a
summary of the Commission ·s Report
and Order and Further Notice of
Proposed Ru lemaking in VVC Docket No.
12-375. FCC 13-113, adopted on
Augu.st 9, 2013 and released on
September 26. 2013. The full text of this
document is available for public
inspection during regular business
hours in the Commission's Reference
Cent-er. 445 12th Street SW .. Room CYA257. \Va.shinglon, DC 20554. The full
text· of this doc11ment may be

May 31, 2013

11-13-13 [Insert citation
of publication].

reduces the overall costs to societv.
More directly, this helps families and
the estimated 2.7 million children of
incarcerated parents in our nation, an
especially vulnerable part of our society.
Ont! cornmenter states that the "lllack of
regular contact with incarcerated
parents has been linked to truancy,
homelessness. depression, aggression,
and poor classroom performance in
children." In this Order we help these
most vulnerable children by facilitating
contact with their parents. By reducing
418-0530 or (202) 418-0432 (TI'Y). The interstate inmate phone rates. we will
help to eliminate an unrensonable
Commission notes that pursuant to the
Small Business Paperwork Relief Act of burden on some of the most
2002. Public Law 107-198. see 44 U.S.C. economically disadvantaged people in
our nation. We also recognize that
350CJ(c)(4). we previously sought
inmate calling services (JCS) systems
specific comment on how the
include important security features,
Commission might further reduce tbe
such as call recording and monitoring,
infornu1tinn r:nllm:tinn burden for small
that advance the safety and security of
business concerns ·with fewer than 25
the general public, inmates, their loved
employees.
ones, and correctional facilitv
I. Introduction
employees. Our Order ensur~s that
security features that an~ part of modern
1. Nearly 10 years ago Martha Wright.
ICS continue to be provided and
a grandmother from Washington. DC,
improved.
petitiom~d the Commission for relief
from exorbitant long-distance calling
3. Our actions address the most
rates from correctional facilities. Tens of egregious interstate long distances rates
and practices. \Vhile we generally prefe:r
thowmnds of otl1ers have since urged
the Commission to act. explaining that
to promote competition to ensure that
the rates inmates and their friends and
inmate phone rates are reasonable. it is
families pay [or phone calis render il all clear that this market, as currently
but impossible for inmates to maintain
structured, is failing to protect th8
contact with their loved ones and their
inmates and families who pay these
broader support networks, to society's
charges. Evidence in our record
detriment. Todnv, we ansvvcr those
demonstrates that inmate phone rates
pleas by taking CriticaL and long
today vary \\ridely, and in far too many
overdue. steps to provide relief to the
cases greatly exceed the rnasonahle costs
millions of Americans vvho have borne
of providing the service. While an
the financial burden of unjust and
inmate in New Mexico may be able to
place a 15 minute interstate collect call
unreasonnble interstate inmate phone
rates.
at an effective rate as low as $0.043 per
2. This Order will promote tbe general minute with no call set up r.harges, the
welfare of our nation by making it easier same call in Georgia can be as high as
$0.89 per minute, with an add.itional
for inmates to stay connected to their
per-call charge as high as $3.95-as
families and frie~d~ while taking full
much as a 23-fold difference. Also. deaf
account of the securitv needs of
prisoners and f<~mily members in some
correctional fncilities.- Studies have
instances pay much higher rates tlwn
.sho\..vn that J~unily contact. during
he<lring prisoners for equiv<llent
inr:rtrcm.'ation is associated with lower
communications with their families. For
recidivism rates. Lower recidivism
means fewer crimes. decreases tho need example, the family of a deaf inmate in
for additional corrr.ctional facilities, and Maryland paid $20.40 for a nine minute

downloaded <lt the following Internet
address: http:/lwww.fcc.gov/
documents/-. The complete text may
be purchased from Best Copy and
Printing, Inc., 445 12th Street SW.,
Room CY-8402, WJshington, DC 20554.
To request alternative formats for
persons \Vi.th disabilities (e.g., accessible
format documents, sign language,
interpreters, CARTS, etc.), send an
email to .fccSO.J@fcc.goll or call the
Commission's Consumer and
Govnrnmental Affairs Bureau at (202)
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minute !'or interstate debit ami prepaid
call placed via Telecommunicat ions
calls. and $0.25 per minute for collect
Relay Service (TRS]-<m rwerage ral"f! of
interstate calls, This upper ceiling
$2.26 per minute. A significant factor
ensures that the highest rates are
driving these excessive ralfls i~ the
reduced immediately to the upper limit
widesPread use of site commission
payments-fees paid by lCS providers to of what can reasonably be expected to
he cost-based rates. Interstate ICS rates
correctional facilities or depnrtments of
corrections in order to vv.in the exclusive at or be!O\·\o' the safe harbor aw presumed
iust. reasonable, fair and cost-based.
right to provide inmate phone service.
Tbese site commission pnyments, which Rates between the interim sn.fe harbor
and the interim rate cap will not benefit
are often taken directly from provider
revenues, hnvc caused inmates and their from this presumption.
6. ·we base the sAfe hnrbor rate levels
friends and families to subsidize
and rate caps on data and cost studies
everything from inmate welfare to
presented by partie~ and/or taken
salaries and benefits, states' general
directly from res provider service
revenue funds, and personnel training.
contracts in the record. The safe harbor
4. We applaud state& sueh as New
Mexico and New York thal have alre<~dv rate h:vels Hrc derived from JCS rates in
~
seven states that have prohibited site
accomplished reforms. and thereby
commission payments from ICS
sho\vn that rates can be reducud to
providnrs to facilities. The interim rate
reasonable. affordable levels v•.rithou1
caps adopted are ba.~ed on (1) the
feopardiztng the security nends of
highest total-company costs prnsented
correctional facilities and lm·v
in a cost study provided by Pay Tel. an
enforcement or the quality of service.
ICS provider that exclusively serves
Similarly, we acknowledge that some
federal agencies, such as the Department jails, and (2) the highest collect calling
cost dat·a pf(~sented in the 2008lCS
of Homeland Security's lmmigration
Provider Data Submission, compiling
Customs and Enforcement (lCE), have
taken similar rneasures to pwvide lower data from seven different lCS pro\dders
that serve various types nnd sizes of
rates, resulting in nationwide calling
correctional facilities. \Ve based the
rates of $0.12 a minute without
interim ratP. caps on t·hese high lP.vels,
additional fees or commissions at. ICE
without attempting to exclude any
facihties. Following such reforms. there
is significant evidence that call volumes unrecoverable costs or adjust any
inputs. in ordnr to t!IJ~ure that the cap
incT<~ased, which shows the direct
levels were a conservative estimate of
correlation of how these reforms
the levels under which alliCS providers
promote tlw ability of inmates to stay
could provide service. Even so, ·we
connected with friends and family.
provide a waiver process to account for
There is also support in the rccor(i thai
;my unique circumstances.
JCS rate reform has not compromised
7. In addition to immP-diate rate
the security requirements of correctional
facilities. Thus, these exnmpJes disprove refOrm, we lind that site commission
pr~yments and other provider
critics who fear that reduced rates will
expenditures that are not reasonably
undermine security or cannot hp,
related to thf! provision of JCS are not
implemented giveti. provider costs. Our
recoverable through res rates, and
actions build upon these examples by
therefore may not be passed on to
reducing rates, while balancing the
inmates and their friends and families.
unique security needs of facilities and
We require that charges for services
ensuring 1hat inmate phone providers
ancillary to the provision of ICS must he
receive fair compensation and a
cost-based. We prohibit special charges
reasonable return on investment.
levied on calls made using
5. While some states have taken
telctypm.vriter (TTY) equipment or other
action to reduce JC~ rates, the majority
technologies used to access TRS. \rVhlle
have not. ·we therefore take several
we find that the record fully supports
actions to address interst~te rates. We
the safe harbor and rate caps adopted
require inmate phone providers to
here, ·we seek additional information
charge cost-based rat.es to inmates and
that could a\lo'w us to refine these rates
theh families, and estnblish "safein the future. Accordingly, we require
harbor" rates at or below which rates
all TCS providers to suhmit data on their
will be trented as lawful (i.e .. just,
underlying costs so that the Commission
reasonable, and fairJ unless and until
can develop a permanent rate structure.
the Commission issues a finding _to the
contrary. Specifically, v.·e adopt interim '"''hich could include moi'C tmw')ted
safe harbor rates of $0.12 per minute for tiered rates in the future.
8. The Communications Acl (Act}
debit and prep<~id interstate calls nnd
requires that interstate rates be just and
$0.:14 per minute for collect inlersta.le
reasonable for all Americans-ther e is
calls. Based on the evidence in this
no exception in the statule for those
record, we also set an interim hard cap
who arc incarcerated or their famHies.
on res providers' rates of $0.21 per
Page 4 of 23
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The Act further requires that our
payphone regulations "benefit . . . the
general public," not just some segment
or it.. Our actions in this Order, while
long overdue, fulfill these statutory
mandates while taking into account the
legitimate and unique requirements for
security and public safety in the
provision of inmate phone services and
the benefits to sor:ietv of increased
communications betWeen inmates and
their families. Our work, however, is not
done, and we continue in the Further
Notice (or FNPRM) our efforts to ensure
that these rates are just, reasonable, and
fair to the benefit of botJ1 providers and
the general public.
II. Procedural Background
9. In 2003, Mrs. Wright and her fellow
petitioners (Petitioners), which included
·current and former inmates at
Corrections Corporations of AmericaTun confinement facilities, filed a
petition with the Commission seeking to
initiate a rulemaking to address high
ICS rates. The petition sought to
prohibit exclusive ICS contracts and
collect-call-only restrictions. In 2007,
the same petitioners fiJed a second
rule making petition, seeking to address
IC.S rates by requiring a debit-calling
option in correctional facilities,
prohibiting per-call charges, and
establishing rate caps for interstate,
interexchange ICS. The Commission
sought and received comment on both
petitions. In 2008, certain ICS providers
placed in the record a cost study that
quantified their interstate TCS costs.
10. In December 2012, the
Commission adopted a notice of
proposed rulemaking seeking comment
on, among other things, the proposals in
the Wright petitions. The 2012 ICS
NPRM, 78 FR 4369, jan. 23, 2013.
sought comment on the two petitions
and proposed ways to "balance the goal
of ensuring reasonable JCS rates for end
users with the securitv concerns And
expense inherent to 1Cs within the
statutory guidelines of sections 201(b}
and 276 of the Act." The 2012 ICS
NPHM, 78 FR 4369, jan. 23, 2013,
sought comment on other. issues
affecting the JCS market, including
possible rate caps for interstate lCS; the
ICS Provider Data Submission; collect,
debit, and prepaid ICS calling options;
site commissions; issues regarding
disabilities nccess: and the
Commission's statutory authority to
regulate JCS.
11. The FCC's Consumer Advisory
Committee (CAC) adopted a
recommendation in 2012 finding that
ICS rates may be "unreasonably high
and unaffordable" and that such high
JCS rates cha!lenge the "national goal of
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is usHd in section 276. Accordingly. the
scope of facilities covered by this Order
1. Stnt.utory Standards for ICS Rates nnd is coextensive with the scope of the
Practices
term "correclional institutions" in the
13. The Communications .Act requires statute and includes, for example,
lCS rates, charges. and practices to be
prisons, jails and immigration detention
just, reasonable, and fnir. Section 20l(b) facilities.
provides that "charges, practices,
17. Prisons and fails. Prisons and jails
classifications, and regulations for and
are both core examples of facilities that
in connection with !interstate common
constitute "correctional institutions"
carrier! service, shall be just and
under section 276 and this Order. The
reasonable," and grants the Commissiori Commission has long made clear that its
authority to "prescribe such rules and
JCS rules apply at n minimum to inmate
regulations as may be necessary in the
telephone service in prisons and jails.
public interest to carry out the
For instance, the 2002 Inmate Calling
provi:-;ions of this chai)ter. '' Thl~
ServicAs Order on Remand and NPRl\.1
Commission has previously found that
repeatedly referred to ';prisons" and
lll. Ensuring That Rates for Interstate
interslat8 JCS. typically a common
';jnils,·· often in contexts thot. explicitly
Inmate Calling Services Are Just.
carrier service, falls within the
make dear that both entities fall within
Reasonable, and Fair
mandates of section 201.
.
the definition of "correctional
14. Jn addition, section 276 directs the institution." 67 FR 17009, April 9, 2002.
12. In this 01·der. 'INC take several
Commission to "establish a per call
Similarly. in the 20121CS NPRM, the
actions to ensure that interstate ICS
compensation plan to ensurr3 that all
Commission repeatedly used the more
rates are just. reasonable, and fair as
pay phone service providers''-vd1ich
generic term "prison," noting, however,
required by the Communications Act.
the stntute defines to include providers
that jails are a particular subset of
First. we examine the statute and the
of lCS-"are fairly compensated for
prisons (i.e., that jails are "local
current state of the ICS market and
eacb and every completed. intrastate and
prisons" to be distinguished from ''state
conclude that the current market
interstate call." The Commission has
prisons''). 78 fR 4369, Jan. 23, 2013.
structure is not operating to ensure that
previously found the term ·'fairly
Finally, a number of commenters in this
rates are consistent vvith the statutory
compensated" permits a range of
proceeding-including ICS providersrequirements of sections 201 (h) nnd 276 compensation ratP.s that could be
:o:ubmitted data for both prisons and
to be just, reasonable, and fair. Thus, we considereU fair, but that the interests of
jails. and/or ot1l8rwise stated or
reqnire that interstate ICS rates be costboth the payphonc service providers
assumed within their written advocacy
based. \Ne address what appropriate
and the parties paying thn compensation
lhat both entities would be subject to ·
must be taken into account. Section 276
costs are and conclude, among other
any new rules. ·we do not distinguish in
makes no mention of the technology
things, that-site commission payments,
this Order between prisons and jails. in
used to provide payphone service and
in and of themselves, are not a cost of
part because our record does not permit
makes
no
reference
to
"common
carrier"
providing the communications serviceus to draw anv clear distinctions.
or ''telecommunications service''
lCS. 'We then address several
Because both ¥are included within the
definitions. Thus, the use of VolP or any
interrelated rate issues. including rate
scope of this Order, however, there is no
other technology for any or all of an res
levels and options for provider
need at this time to drmN. any
provider's service does not affect our
compliance with our rules including
distinction.
authority
under
section
276.
Indeed,
'·safe harbor" rate levels. We require
18. Immigration Detention Facilities.
several cornrnenters .state that the
that ancillary service charges also be
Immigration detention facilities also are
Commission
can
regulate
l.CS
regardless
cost-based. We address rate~ for the use
a typ8 of "correctional institutions."
of the underlying technology us8rl to
of TTY equipment.. We conclude that
The
term is widely understood to
provide the service. Finally. section 276
our actions herein do nol require us to
include "facilityfiesl of confinement.''
provides that "[t.]o the extent that anv
abrogate existing contracts between
State requirements are inconsistent ,;.,ilh This common understanding of the term
correctional facilities and ICS providers; the Commission's regulations, the
has long been reflected in advocacy
regarding the lawfulness of lCS rates
to the extent that any agreement maY
Commission's regulations on such
under section 276. As early fiS 2004, for
need to be revisited. it is only because
matters .shall preempt such State
example,
commenters made arguments
those agreements cannot supersede our
requirements.''
predicated on the assumption that
authority over rates charged to end
15. Our exercise of authoritv under
users. Final1y. we address collect-calling sections 201 and 276 is fmthe"'r informed immigration detention facilities arn a
type of "correctional institution'' under
only requirements at correctional
by lhe principles of Title I of the Act.
section 276. Petitioners in this
facilities, require an annual certification Among other things, tJ1at provision
proceeding likewise made arguments
filing, and initiate a mandatory data
states that it is the Commission's
based on the same assumption, as did a
collection, directing rtll ICS providers to purpose "to make a''ailable, so far as
number of commenters in response to
possible, to all the people of the United
nlt::l data regarding their ICS costs. These
the
2012 ICS NPRM as well as
Slates"
communications
ser\'ices
·'at
actions lake into account the needs of
participants in the Reforming ICS Rntes
ICS providers for adequate cost rer:ovory masonnble charges." The regulation of
Workshop. This common understanding
interstate lCS adopted in this Order
and the need for just. reasonable. and
of that statutory term was not disputed
advances tJwse objectives.
fair rates for ICS consumers while
or called into question by any evidence
meeting the unique security needs
2. Types of Facilities
in the record. As such. "correctional
inhnrenl in the provision of res.
institution'' as used within section 276
16. The rules we adopt herein apply
includes immigration detention
to interslate !CS provided in
facilities.
''correctional institutions" as that term
the reduction of recidivism among
inmntes.'' The CAC recommended that
the Commission: ensure that the rates
for ICS calls are reasonable: restrict
"commissions" paid to correctional
institutions; encourage the use of
''prepaid debit accounts" or use of other
"low-cost minutes;" and continue to
rlllo\V collect calls "with charges tJ1at are
a reasonable amount above the actual
cost of providing the call.'' On August
2, 20l3.the CAC reiterated its request
for the Commission to take action on
''!.his long overdue issue" of high ICS
rates.

A. Stotutmy nequirements for JCS
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and some ICS contracts provide only for proprietary cost data for certain
correctional facilities with varying call
a per-minute charge while others
cost and call volume characteristics.
provide only for a flat rate per call. It is
important to note that the users of lCS- The study apportioned interstate ICS
costs into p"er minute nnd per call
the inmatns and the family and friends
categories and calculated the resulting
\1\rhom they call-are nol Party to these
avnrages for both debit and collect calls.
contracts. Rather. the cOrn~ctional
institution agrees to an amount that it is The results of the studv indicated that
the per-call cost for debit calls was
willing to nllow the ICS provider to
· $0.1.6 per minute and the per-call cost
charge.
for collect calls was $0.25 per minute.
22. The inmntes who use JCS (or tbe
The providers subsequently provided
persons called by those inmates)
additional usage data and cost
typically pay for cnlls by using collect.
calculations but did not otherwise make
debit, or prepaid payment options.
These methods differ as to who pays for the underlying proprietary cost
information available.
·
the call and when payment is received.
26. In response to the 20121CS
Collect calls occur \Nhen an inmate
places a cnll w.it.h the nssi.stance of a live NPR/1.4, Securus filed a report analyzing
operator or an automated recording, and per-call and per-minute costs of ICS for
certain correctional facilities it serves.
the called party is billed after the call is
The report was based on 2012 data and
completed. Correctional facilities use
collect calling due to the relative ease of analyzed cost, call volume, site
commis,r;;ion and other data according to
administering such calls, as \vell as the
type and size offacility. It divided the
high degree of security and control
involved. res providers assert, however. study sample into four groups,
including one for state department of
that collect calling can pose billing and
corrections facilities and three others for
collection problems.
different-sized jail facilities. The report
23. Debit calling involves an
contained total cost data for the
arrangement \Nhereby· the charges are
deducted from an inmate's pre-existing
facilities but did not otherwise provide
nr:count that often can be usP.d to pay for disaggregated cost data. Using this data,
a variety of goods and sen· ices within a
the Commission calculated an average
correctional facility. An inmatP..'s
pr:r-minute cost for interstate cnlls from
account can be funded bv the inmate
all facilities inclllded in the report to be
(with earned funds, for eXample} or by
S0.12 p11r minute with commissions and
outside pnrties. Innmtes typically place
$0.04 per minute without them. We note
B. Need for Reform
debit calls Ly dialing into a central
that the two groups in the Securns
20. In th.is section, we first describe
number and using a personnl
report with the smallest facilities
("Medium 10" a11d "Low 10") are
the different categories of rates and
identification number (PINJ or by
charges for ICS and the different options _entering the numlmrs listed on a~
estimated to have fewer than 50
("Medium 10") and fev.,·er than 5 ("Low
that end users have to pay for them. We
physical debit card. An aggregated list
10") inmales per facility, respectively.
on the record (_)f current ICS contract
then explore the record on the costs of
providing ICS, and the record on rates,
Facilities of these sizes hold only a very
rates indicates that 36 states current!v
small share of inmates nationally. Thus,
and find that in most facilitins the rates
allow debit calling, and that debit the dnta for the "Medium 10" and ;'Low
for interstate ICS far exceed the cost of
calling is less expensive than collect
10'' groups do not necessarily reflect the
prov.idiug TCS. To assess why this
calling in many of those states. Some
costs of serving vast majority of inmates
occurs. we look al competition in the
facilities allegedly do not favor debit
that generate nearly all calls.
market for ICS, which. in this case, does calling because debit calling can be
not adequately exert downward
more administratively burdensome than Nonetheless. for completeness vve
included those data in cnJculating the
pressure on efid-user rates. VVe examine collect cRlling.
~
averages mentioned above.
the societal impacts of high JCS rates,
24. Prepaid calling refers to
27. Pay Tel also filed financial and
arrangements \'<'hereby the called party
and we conclude that \Ve must take
operational data for .its ICS operations.
action to meet our statutory mandate ,
has a prepaid account set up with the
which it states are exclusively in jails.
that all rates be just. reasonable, n.nd
ICS providHr in advance. This account
not prisons. The filing contained
fair.
is often established and replenished by
comprehensive cost. capitalized asset,
the inmates' friends nnd family
1. Current Structures for ICS Rate~ and
call volume, and other actual and
members. The record indicateS thal
Payment Options
projected data. The non-confidential
prepaid calling is generally less
21.. res providers generally offer their expensive than collect calling but can be cost summary included in the flling
reported. actual and projected 2012services pursuant to contracts with
about equal in rates 10 debit cell ling.
correctional facilities. These contracts
Some JCS contracts are limited to collect 2015 average total costs for collect o.nd
vary by t.he correctional facilities and
debit per-minute calling of
calling only while others allow prepaid
ICS providers involved, and the states
approximately $0.2a and $0.21.,
and/or debit calling options.
and local jurisdictions in which the
respectively, (including the cost. of an
2. The Record on ICS Costs
services are provided. lCS rates can
t~dvanced securitv feature known as
25. In this section. we highlight
con1inuous voice~ biometric
differ for local, intrastate long distance.
aspects of 1lw record regcmling I. he costs identification).
and inh~rstate long distance calls and
· 28. Although Century Link did not file
can include per-minute or per-call
of providing ICS. In 2008, seven ICS
a cost study, it did file summary cost
r.lwrgcs or bot.h. Tbis varies, howe\e·er.
providers filed n cost study based on

19. Additional support for this finding
derives from the largely fungible nature
of jails and facilities vvhere immigrants
arH de1airwd when viev\ed from the
standpoint of detained immigrants. As
conunenters have pointed out, of the
nenrly 400.000 immigrants detained in
this country each year. many are "held
in local jaii.<: and l)risons th<it have
contmr:tcd. with Immigration Customs
and Enforcement." This fAct suggests a
rough functional equivnlenr.c between
jails and prisons on the one hand, and
immigration detention facilities on the
other-particularly from the perspective
of the would-be users of ICS (i.e ..
apprehended immigrants "vho may be
detained either in a jail or some other
facllity, depending on happenstance).
Mo~eover, treating the tv,ro categories of
institutions differentlv t·vould result in
disparate treatment a~ong immigrant
detoinees. For instance, if immigration
detention facilities were excludtH:l from
the scope of "correctional institution,"
immigrant: detaim~es in jail.s \Vould
receive a "fair'' rate for phone calls
while immigrant detainees in ICE
facilities \".'oulrl not. This kind of
disparate treatment would not be just or
consistent with the public interest:. and
for this reason as \.veil we find it
reasonaLle that .. correctional
institutions'' includes immigration
detenl'ion facilities.
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information for its ICS operations.
Specifically. CenturyLink reported that
its per minute costs to sen'e state
departments of corrections facilities
(exr:luding site commission payments)
averaged $0.1Hl and that its per-minute
costs to serve countv correctional
facilities (excluding- site commission
payments) averaged $0.137.
29. The wcord in thjs proceeding
suggests that the costs of providing lCS
are decreasing. in pait due to technology
advances. r\s one smaller JCS provider
stated. "rgliven modern-day technology.
the costs for providing secure phot1e
and video services to correctional
f<lcilities are low (and are getting
lovver). ··As ICS moves increasingly to IP
technology. we expect co~ts to decline
as is thn case for similar serviens that are
not lCS. Some commenters and the
Petitioners posit that "ftjechnology has
driven the actual cost ofJCS calls to a
fraction of what they were when the
petitions were filed." ln particular, tbey
point to the replacement oflive
operators with automated systems. the
reduction or total absence of on-site
service by the lCS pmviders, the
consolidation ofJCS providers, and the
ceniTalized opplication of requested
securit.v measures. The abilitv to
centrally provision across m~ltiple
facilities is especially salient given that
the spread 9f hosted and/or managed
service capabilities can result in
reduced total cost of ownership for
solutions such as VoiP with more
centralized~that is, cloud-basedremote services, provided over JP packet
based networks.
30. Other developments also point to
lower costs. These changes include
lower "basic telecommunications
costs." Consistent with recent trends in
capital costs for the communications
industry, some providers acknowledge
that capital costs for on-site eqnipment
are decreasing. In addition, ICS
providm·s and correctional faci1iti~ls
increasingly offer prepaid and debit
cnlling as an alternative to collect
r.alling. Because every prepaid or debit
call is paid, this trend is lowering
provider costs by reducing
uncollectibles. Indeed, Pay Tel \Vas a
participant in the 2008 cost studv,
which concluded the difference·
between the costs of debit and collect
calls was $0.09. In its 2013 submission.
PHy Tel's costs indicate the differential
between the costs of debit and collect
culls had fallen to $0.02, vvith the co1lect
calling costs decreasing significantly.
31. Further, the Commission adoJl!ed
comprehensive intercarrier
compnnsation reforms, which havH
reduced t.he costs of transport and
certain long distnnce charges for JCS

equipment, builcting renewal funds,
providers, a trend that will continue as
state~' general revenue funds. and
these reforms continue to be
personnel training. Thus, it is clear that
implemented. Moreover, IP-transit
the level of such payments varies
charges. relevant for the supply of lPbased services, have also ster:~dily fallen. dramatically and their use and purposes
differ significantly, from funding roads
~n. Notwithstanding these lm\'er r.ost
trends, some providers assert their costs to purposRs that ultimately benefit
hove stayed thH SHme or increased due
inmate vvelfare.
to factors such as investments in
3. The Record on ICS Rates
enhancBd ftmtures. general and
35. The record contains rlata regarding
administrative costs such as additional
interstate ICS rates, including an
personnel to create ami maintain
aggregation of res contract data and
individu::~;l customer accounts. and bigh
corporatB debt. Some ICS providers also current ICS contracts bv slate. Some of
the rates for interstate ~~alls are very high
include "fn:Je-to-t.he-inmatH'' sHrvices
bv anv measure. \Vhile most Americans
such as free calls to public defenders.
h~ve become HCcustorned to paying no
free calls for indigent inmates,.and free
visitation cal!s as a portion of their costs additional charge for individual long
distance calls, inmates, or those whom
of providing !CS. They also highlight
they call, pay as much as $17.30, $10.70
the need to provide security fealures
or $7.35 for a ~5-minute interstate
tl1at are necessary to the provision of
coller.:t Gall, dep(mding upon the facility
ICS though there is insu!Tlcient
where the inmates arc incarcerated.
evidence to indicate that the costs of
36. Some states and federal agencies,
providing such security features have
such as ICE, have reformed lCS rates
increased since the lCS Provider D<lta
and achieved significantly lower rates.
Submission.
Additionally, interstate ICS rates vary
33. Finally, providers point to "site
significantly and in -..vays that are
commissions" as a significant driver of
unlikely to be based on ICS providers'
increases to rates charged to inmates.
costs. Individual ICS providers charge
Site commissions are payments made
widely vurying rates in the different
from JCS providers to correctionnl
tilcilities they serve, notwithstanding
facilities and related state authorities.
Since the First Wright Petition was filed their ability to share the costs of serving
multiple facilities using centralized call
in 2003. the record indicates that there
routing and managemenl and security
has been a significant increase in site
platforms. For example, ICS provider
commission payments made in
GTL has entered into contracts to charge
connection vvith the provision of lCS.
both one of the highest rates for a 15Such payments can take the form or a
minult:1 collect cali ($17.30 in Arkansas.
percentage of gross nwenue. n signing
Georgia, and Minnesota) and one of the
bonus, a monthly fixncl amount. yearly
lowest ($0.72 in New York).
fixed r:Jmount, or in-kind contributions.
3 7. One of the most significant factors
Site commission payments are currently
in rate levels is \''lthether the relevant
prohibited in seven states. as well as at
slate has reformed or addressed ICS
some federal detention facilities
rates. fOl' example. an interstate collect
including dc~dicated facilities operated
call in tv1issouri (a state that has
by lCE.
34. The record makes clear that where reformed ICS rates) can cost as little as
$0.05 pBr rninutB for a 15-minutH call,
site commission payments exist, they
· vvhile the same call in Georgia, a state
are a significant factor contributing to
that has not undertaken rate reform, can
high ·rates. Site commission payments
be as high as $0.89 per minute, plus an
am often based on a percentage of
revenues ICS providers earn through the additional per-call charge as high as
$3.95.!._as much as a 23 fold difference.
provision of JCS. and such percentages
States that have lowered rates have done
can range from 20 to 88 percent. While
so in different ways. Some have banned
the record indicates that site
site commissions entirelv, and others
commission pnyments sometimns fund
pennit only limited or sliarply-reduced
inmate health and \·Velfare programs
such as rehabilitation ;md educational
site commissions. Some states have
programs; programs to assist inmates
imposed rate caps. disallowed or
once thev are released: law libraries·
reduc~d per-call charges, and required
recreatio-n supplies; alcohol and dn.;g
providers to offer less expensive calling
treatment programs; transportation
options, such as prepaid or debit
vouchers for inmates being released
calling.
38. Site commission p<'~yments appear
from custodv: or other activities, in
to lm a particularly significant
accordance ~ith the decisions of pris011
r.ontributor to high rates. Several states
administrators and other local
have Hliminat.ed or mducecl such
po!ic,vmakers, such PB.vments are also
payments, and available data indicate
used for non-inmate needs, including
that ICS rates in those states are
employee sal<uies and benefits,
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substantiallv lower them those in states
thrl! require ..commission payments. For
example. in Ne"v Mexico, after site
commissions were prohibited, !CS mt.es
fell fmm Sl10.50 for a 15-minute
interstate collect call to $0.65 for the
same 15-minule call based on revised
JCS rates-a 94 percent reduction.
Similarlv. Ne\N York ended site
commisSion payments in 2008, ''tflking
the position that the state prison system
shall not accept or receive revenue in
excess of its reasonable operating cost
for establishing and administering its
JCS, while ensuring that the system
provides reasonable security measures
to preserve tbe safety and security of
prisoners. correctional staff. and call
reclpients." New York's prison phone
rates prior to ending its commission
payments were $1.28 per call plus
$0.003 per minute for all categories of
calls, or $2.30 for a 15-minute call.
Today. New York mtes are $0.043 per
minute for all categories of calls with no
pt!r-cull charges, or $0.72 for a 15minute call-A 69 percent reduction.
\'Vhen sile commission payments were
eliminated in South Carolina and
Michigan. the averR.ge cost of a 15minut.e call \'l'!mt down, from $2.70 to
s-J .J5 and from $5.30 to $1.10,
respectively. There is no evidence in
this record that these reformed rates are
below cost or insufficient to cover
necessary security features of the ICS
net·works. or do not provide fair
compensatifJn for JCS providers.
!V1orcovcr, ICS providers hHve seen
significant increases in call volumes in
states in which rates have been lowered,
often providing additional revenue even
as rates decrease.
4. Competition in the ICS Market
39. The Commission traditionally
prefers to rely on market forces, rather
than regulatiOn, to constrain prices and
ensum that rates are just and masonable.
The 2012 ICS NPRlv! sought comment
on the competitive nature of the res
mnrket and whether such competition
constrains ICS rates. 78 FR 4369, Jan.
23.2013. Economic literature states that,
in effectively competitive markets, firms
expect. to earn sufficient revenues to
cover their long run economic costs, and
not more.
40. In response to the 2012 ICS
NPBM, some commenters suggest th<it
the ICS market is competitive but. in so
doing, 'thesn cornnwnters focus on
competi'tiun among providers to obtain
contracts from correctional facilities, not
"vhether there is competition within the
facility giving inmates competitive
options for making calls. While the
process of awarding contracts to provide
ICS mny include competitive bidding,

such competition in many instances
benDfits correctional facilities, not
necessarily ICS consumers-in mates
and their family and friends who pay
the ICS .rates, ·who <1ro not ·parties to the
agreements, and whose interest in just
and reasonable rRtns is not necessarily
represented in bidding or negotiation~
41. Thus. the Commission has
prHviously found that competition
during the competitive bidding process
for lCS "does not exert downward
pressure on rates for consumers." and
that "under most contracts the
commission is the single largest
component affecting the rates for inmate
calling service.'' We reafrirm those
findings here. Indeed, a::> the
Commission has found, competition for
ICS contracts may actuallv tend to
increase the rate ·levels in ·ICS contract
bids where site commission size is a
factor in evaluating bids. For exrJ.mple.
a former Commissione r on the N~w
JV1exico Public Regulation Commission.
Jason Marks, has staterl that the
interstate ICS market is charncterized bv
"reverse competition" bec<nise of its ·
''setting and security requirements. " He
further asserts that ".reverse competitive
markets are ones where the finrmcial
interests oft he 1mtity making the buying
decision can be aligned with the seller,
and not the buyer" and that such
competition ''is at its most pernir:ious .in
the inmate phone service context
because buvers not onlv do not have a
choice of s~rvice providers, they also
have strong reasons not to forego using
the service entirely." Although one TCS
provider asserts that '·service providers
compete vigorously with respect to
rates" it is clear from requests for
proposals (RFPs) in tlw record tlwt. <It
best, end user rates arc but one of manv
factors that conectional facilities use tO
judge competing bids. The record also
indicates that some correctional
facilities mav base their selection of a
contractor lclrgely on the amount of cash
and/or in-kind inducement offered
rather than being driven by proposals
focused on high quality service at the
most affordable rates for consumer:-~. (o
sum, market forces do not appear to
constrain ICS rates. Absent Commission
action here. it is clear that we will not
have met our statutory obligation to
ensure that rates af(~ just, l'easonahlfl,
and fair.
5. Societal Impacts of High ICS }{ates
42. Excessive ICS rates r~lso impose an
unreasonable burden on some of the
most economically disadvantaged in our
society. Families of incarcerated
individuals often pay significantl:-,r more
to receive a single 15-minute call from
prison than for their basic monthly
Page 8 of 23
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phone service. We have received tens of
thousands of comrmmts from
individuals, including many personal
stories from inmates, their family
memhers and their friends about the
high price of staying in touch using ICS.
These rates discourage communicati on
between inmates and their families and
larger support networks, which
negatively impm:t the millions of
children with an incarcerated parent,
contribute to the high rate of recidivism
in our nation's correctional facilities,
and increase the costs of our justice
svstcm. Familial contact is made all the
ffiore difficult because "mothers are
incarcerated au average of 160 miles
from their last home, so in-person visits
are difficult for familv members on the
outside to manage." ~
43. Just, reasonable, and fair ICS rates
~provide benefits to society by helping to
reduce recidivism. The Congressiona l
Black Caucus cites "8 powerful
correlation between regular
communicati on between irimates and
thfdr families and measurable decreases
in prisoner recidivism rates." In
addition, NARUC formally endorsed
"lower prison phone rateS as a step to
reduce recidivism and thereby lower the
taxpayer cnst of prisons." As the Center
on the Administratio n of Criminal Law
explains. '·a reliable way of decreasing
the likelihood that prisoners will reoffend is to foster the grov-.rth of a family
support structure that gives inmates a
stake in the community to which they
return and can provide them with the
tools and incenti-ves they nc8d to
succeed upon release." f'mther,
reducing recidivism would provide
significant cost savings, as the annual
cost to incarcerate one person is
estimated at over $31,000 per year or
between ${}0 and $70 billion per year
nationwide. Indeed, one studv indicates
that a one perce11t reduction {fi
recidivhnn rates would translate to more
than $250 million in annual cost savings
across the United States.
44. Just and reasonable interstate ICS
rates will produce further societal
benefits by providing the justice system
with cost savings and improved
representation for inmates. Some public
defendHrs and court-11ppointed lawyers
limit the number of r:ollcct calls they
accept because the cost. of calls froni
correctional facilities has become overly
expensive. One commenter states that ·
the cost to one public defendElrs· office
for such collect cAlls rose to $75,000 in
one year alone. while another says that
some public defenders "spend more
than s·J 00.000 a year accepting collect
calls from prisoners.'' Commenters
assert a correlation between Im.ver rates
and a lo·wer incidence of contraband
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cell phone use in correctional facililies.
noting that efforts including "good
security measures for both visitation
and perinwter security .. are also
contributing f<1ctors. Reforms are
necessarv to ensure that these benefits,
\-vhich U1~1questionobly are in the public
interest nnd will not be accrued in. the
<tbsf"mce nf !CS rate rdorm, are reCJ!ized.
G. Reforms Are Necessary To Ensure
Th.1t Interstate JCS Rates Are Just.
Re<~sonable, and Fair
45. Based

011

the reconl. we conclude

th<Jt the marketplace alone has not
ensured that interstate JCS rates are just
and nmsonable and that thcv are fair to
consumers. as well as providers. The
Commission must therefore take action
to establish juSt. reasonable. and fair
rates. As tbe Commission has previously
explained, ''the just and. reasonable rates
required by Sections 201 rmd 202.
rnu.st ordinarily be cost-based, absent a
clcnr cxplanalion of the Commission's
reosons for a departure from cost-based
rat.emaking. ,. Thus, although the
Commission "is not required to
establish purely cost-based rates," il
''must. however, specially justify any
rate differential that does not reflect
cost.'' The Commission has not
previously justified such a departure in
thP. contP.xt of ICS ra1Bs, nor do we find
n basis in this record to do so now.
Given our findings abo\'e that the rates
for ICS frequently are well in excess of
the costs reasonablv incurred in
providing those sm~vices. we conclude
that the rate reforms vve begin in this
Order are necessarv to ensure thev are
just and reasonabiC.
·
4G. Like"vise, under section 276,
although the Commission has
previously found the term "fairly
compensnted" to be ambiguous, and
acknowledged that a range of
compensation rates could bo considered
fair, it has evaluated the question with
reference to the cnsts of providing the
relevant service, including in the
context. of ICS. As noted above. the
Commission traditionally prefers to rely
on market forces, rather than regulation,
to constrain rates. Thus, the
Commission indicated in 1995 that it
preferred to defer to the results of
commercial negotiations, and in a 1996
order stated that ·'whenever a PSP is
able to negotiate for itself the terms of
compensation for the calls its
p<lyphones originate, then our statutory
obligation to provide fair compensation
is sati~fierl." There, however. the
Commission \-vas focused on t;lir
compensation from the perspective of
1m.St1rii1g that payphone providers
received compensation that was not lou
low. A<o the Commission bas recognized,

L___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

service are just and reasonable under
section 201[b). Likewise, the cost of
providing paypbone service generally
bas been a key point ofrefemnr:e \vhen
the Commission evaluates mles
implementing tbe fair compensation
requirements of section 276(b){1)(A). In
the 2012 ICS NPRM the Commission
sought comment on \vays of regulating
ICS rates based on th~~ costs of providing
lCS. 78 FR 4369, jan. 23, 2013 .•~!though
the Commission theoretically might
deviate from such an approach, we find
no basis to do so here and conclude that
interstate ICS Hiles, which .ihcludo perminute charges. per-call charges, and
ancillary chargf'!S and other fees charged
in connection with such service. must
C. Framework for jnst. Reasonable, and
be cost-based.
Fair ICS Rutes
51. Section 276(b)(1.) states that the
4 7. In this section, we create a new
Commission's regulations implementing
framework to ensure that interstate JCS
that provision should. among other
rates are just and reasonable, a~ mquired things, ;(promote the widespread
by section 201(b), and provide fair
deployment of payphone services to the
compensation to providers and
benefit of the get1eral public." Beyond
consumers of interstate ICS consistent
harming the end users paying ICS rates.
with ser:tion 276. We require ICS rates
excessive LCS rates. and the resulting
to be cost-based. \Ve identifv the costs
negative consequences, harm the public
that are and are not to be in(:Iuded in
more generally. Since cost-based rates
determining whether a rate is consistent help avoid such negative consequences,
vvith the statute.
this statutory language supports our
48. \Ve address rntes by adopting
reliance on such an approach. Our
interim safe harbor rate levels and
mantiate to cnrry out our responsibilities
interim rate caps that \Vork together to
under section 276(b)(l), along with the
ensure that res rates are just.
smne underlying policy considerations,
reasonable. and fair to both providers
like\visr-: persuades us that requiring
and end users. We adopt interim safe
cost-based interstate ICS rates will best
harbor interstate rate levels for prepaid
implement section 20l(h). as \veil.
and debit calls and separately for collect
52. We recognize that the term "cost"
calls, and w<~ ·will presume that
is itself amLiguous, and a range of
interstate ICS rates at or below the safe
possible interpretations of this term
harbors are cost-based and therefore just might be reasonable. For purposes of the
and reasonable under section 201 (h) and interim rules H.nd requirements adopted
fair under section 276. Specifically, we
in this Order. we evaluate whether ICS
adopt initial interim safe harbor rates of rates are cost-based by relying on
$0.12 per minute for debit and prepaid
historical costs. \Ne expect that
interstate ICS calls and $0.14 per minute historical cost information will be most
for collHct interstate ICS calls. We adopt readily avadable to ICS providers for
an interim rate cap of $0.21 per minute
production to the Commission as
for debit and prepaid interstate calls.
needed. making this approach readily
and $0.25 per minute for collect
administrable for purposes of interim
interstate calls.
rules thai will represent an
49. As of the effective date of this
improvement over the status quo for
Order, JCS providers' interstato perinterstate ICS rates, while we consider
minute rates must be at or below the
possible further reforms as part of the
interim rate cnp levels. An ICS provider FNPRM. \!Ve discuss in further detail
may elect to charge rates at or below the below the types of historical costs that
interim interstate safe harbor rates and
are reasonably and directly related to
benefit from a presumption that such
the provision ofiCS to bP- included in
rates are just, reasonable, fair, and costthose rates.
based. Rates above tho safe hnrbor will
2. Costs of Providing Interstate ICS
not benefit from such a presumptioi1.
1. Interstate ICS Rates and Charges tv·r ust a. General Standard
Be Cost-Based
53, In this section, \Ve conclude that
onlv costs that am reasonablv and
50. As discussed above, the
dir~clly related to the provision of ICS,
Commission typically for.uses on the
including a reasonable share of common
costs of providing the underlying
costs. ore mcoverable through ICS rates
servir.e when ensuring thnt rates for

the concept of fairness encompasses
both the compensation received by ICS
providers and the cost of tho call paid
by the end-user. Given the significant
record evidence regarding the many
exorbitant rates for ICS today, except in
areas where states have undertaken
reform, continuing to rely upon
negotiated agreements in this context
will not adequately ensure fairness to
the end-user paying the cost of the lCS
because evidence is clear that this
process does not constrain unreasonably
high rates. We thus find the rate reforms
begun in this Order are necessary to
implement section 275(b)(l)'s "fair
compensation" directive.
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compensable category of ICS costs
consistent with sections 201(b) and
because they are not. costs that are
276(b)(1). Such compensable costs
reasonably Hnd direCtly related to
\Votdd likely include, for example, the
provision of ICS. While we appreciate
cost of capital (reasonable return on
investment]: expenses for originating, . the view that these excess revenues are
switching, transpOrting. and terminating paid to correctional 13cilities and thus
may not be "profits" to lCS providc~rs in
!CS calJs; and COS IS associated \Vith
the sense that they can keep these
security features relating to the
excess revenues and use them for
provision of ICS. On the otlwr hand,
whatever purpose they like, they are
costs not related to the provision of JCS
excess revenues above costs
may include. for example, site
nonetheless. This argument is analogous
commission payments, costs of
to that considered in the USF/ICC
nonregulated service, costs relating to
Transformation Order, where the
genen~l sncurity features of the
Commission determined that "excess
correctional fr~cilitv unrelated to ICS,
revenues that are shared in access
and costs to integritte inmate calling
\Vith other services, such as commissary stimulation schemes provide additiotw.l
proof that the LEC's rates are above
ordering, internal and external
cost." There, the Commission
messaging, and personnel costs to
concluded that "how access revenues
manage inmate commissary acconnt.s.
are used is not relevant in determining
b. Site Commission Payments
whether switched access mtcs nre just
54. Tl1e Commission has previously
and reasonable in accordance with
held that site commissions are-for
section 201(b)." The same principle
purpose~ of considering res rates under
applies here: the fact that payments
section 270-an apportionment of
from excess rev1muE~s are mHde to
profit, not a cost: of providing JCS. In the correctional facilities is not relevant in
2012 ICS NPnM. the Commission sought determining vvhether lCS rates are costcomment on its prior conclusion that
based and thus just, reasonable, and fair
site commission pnyments, or ''location
under sections 201(b) and 27G.
rents are not a cost of payphones, but
Moreover, even if sitP. commission
should he tn-~ated as profit.'' 78 FR 4369, payments are viewed as a cost rather
Jan. 2:3, 201::1. Site commission
than as excess revenues, thev still
pnymen1s are not costs that are
would not be reasonnbly and. directJy
reilsonably and directly related to the
related to the provision of ICS because,
provision-of ICS becaUse they are
as noted above, they are simply
pnyments made to correctional facilities payments made for a wide range of
or departments of corrections for a wide purposes, most or all of which have no
range of purposf~~. most or all of which
ret~sonable and direct relation to the
have no reasonable and direct relation
provision of lCS.
to the provision of lCS. After carefully
56. We also disagree witl1 ICS
considering the record, we reaffirm the
providers' assertion that the
Commission's previous holding and
Commission must defer to states on anv
"
conclude that site commission
decisions abm1t site commission
payments aw not part of the cost of
payments, their amount, and how such
providing JCS and therefore not
revenues are spent. VVe do not conclude
conipensable in interstate ICS mtes.
that ICS providers and correctional
55. We disagree with commenters
facilities cannot have arrangements that
\vho argue that site commission
include site commissions. VVe conclude
payments should he treall~d rts
only that. under the Act, such
comp'ensable ICS cost for tl1e purpose of commission payments are not costs that
cletermining \vhether rates are just or
can be recovered through interstate ICS
reasonable 11ndcr section 201 (b). These
rates. Our statutory obligations relate to
commenters argue that the analysis
the rates charged to end users-tJJe
conducted by tbe Commission with
inmates and the parties whom they call.
respec.t to fair compensation under
We say nothing in this Ordnr about hm·v
seclion 27G for pay phone providers is
correctional facilities spend their funds
fundamentallv different from
or from where tl1ev derive. We state
determining .,.Vhethcr a service
only that site cominission payments as
provider's rates comply witl\ section
a category are not a compensable
201(b). We need not determine \vhether component of interstate ICS rates. We
the standards for determining
note that we would similarlv treat ''incomplicmce vvith section 276 Hnd
kind" payment requirement's that
section 20l(b) are idcnlical because
replace site commis.sion payments in
under the ·'fHir compensation"
ICS contracts.
57. The record reflects that site
requirement of section 276 or the "just
commission payments may be used for
and reasonable'' requin~mP.nl or section
worthwhile causes that benefit inmates
201(!J), we reach the same conclusion:
by fostering such objectives as
sile commission payments are not a
Page 10of23
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education and reintegration into society.
Law enforcement and corn~ctional
facilities assert that some or all of these
programs \-vould cease or be reduced if
commission payments were not
received as no other funding source
would be available. Although these
causes nmy contain worthy goals. we are
hound by our statutory mandate to
ensure that end user rates ure ".just and
reasonable," and '·fair,·· taking into
account end users as welJ as ICS
providers. The Act does not provide a
mHchanism for funding social welfare
programs or other costs unrelated to the
provision of ICS, no matter how
successful or \Northy.
58. VVe also are ccignizant of the
critical security needs of correctional
facilities. Fnr exap1ple. the US.
Department of Justice has chronicled
hundreds or criminal convictions
involving the use of ICS <Js part of the
criminal activity. Moreover, according
to one commenter, a clisprnportionately
large percentage ofiCS-enabled crimes
target and victimize vulnerable
pofmlations consisting of victims.
witnesses, jurors. inmates, and family
members of these individuals. \Vhilc
our actions to establish interim ICS safe
harbors and mte caps prohlbit the
recovery of site commission payments,
we include costs associated with
security feature:; itt the r.ompcnsnble
costs recoverabl~ in ICS rates. Security
monitoring helps correctional facilities
identify potential altercations; monitor
inmates who the facility is concerned
may bf! suicidal; prf!vcTit criminal
activity outside of tl1e j<-lil: prevent
violation of no-contact: orders and
witness tampering; and aid in the
prosecution of criminal case.s. Our
actions in this Order take into account
security needs as part of the ICS rates as
well as the statutory commitment to fair
compensation. Indeed, datn from
facilities v>!ithout site commission
payments, which form the basis for our
interim safe harbor rates, demonstrate
the feasibility of providing ICS on an
on-going basis lo hundreds of thousands
of inmates without compromising the
levels of security required by these
states' correctional facilities. Our
interim rate caps are based on cost
studies that include the cost of
advanced securitv features such as
continuous voice~ biometric
identification.
3. Interim Interstate Rate Levels
59. In the 20:12 ICS NPnM. the
Commission sought 1;omment not ·only
on variot1s rate cap alt~~rnatives. but also
on other possible v·mys of regulating ICS
rates, as well as any other proposals
from parties. 78 FR 43G9, Jan. 23. 20B.
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of rates, derived from states that have
·eliminated site commissions and
maintained adequate security, is the
most relevant to our approach to
determining the costs that should still
be recoverable through interstate ICS
rates. The subset provides a reasonable
basis fur establishing a conservative
proxy for cost-based rates. We set. our
interim safe harbor at conservative
a. Interim Safe Harbors for Interstate lCS
levels to account for the fact that there
Rates
may be cost variances among
60. We udopt interim safe harbor rates coiTectional facilities.
of $0.12 per minute for debit and
63. 'vVe first derive an interim safe
prepaid interstate ICS calls and $0.14
harbor rate for interstate ICS rlebit and
per minute for collect interstate ICS
prepaid calls. We establish a single rate
calls. Rates at or belovv these interim
for both debit and prepaid calls, given
interstAte snfe harbor rate levels will be
the evidence that costs for both billing
treated as lawful, i.e .. just and
approaches are substantially similar. We
reasonable under section 201{b} of the
begin by calculating the average perAct and ensuring fair compensation
minute interstate lCS debit and prepaid
under section 276{b)(1)(A) of the Act,
call rates of the seven identified state
unless and until the Commission makes departments of corrections. We assume
a finding to the contrary. Providers will
a call duration of 15 minutes for
have the flexibility to take advantage of
purposes of our calculation. We then
the interim safe barbor rates if thev so
total the charges for a 15-minute call for
choose. Providers that elect to tak~
each state, taking into account peradvantage of the safe harbors will enjoy
minute as well as per-call charges. We
the presuntpliun that their rates are
divide that total by 15 to calculate an
lawfu 1 and will not be required to
average per-minute rate for each state.
provide refunds in nny complaint
Finally, we average those per-minute
proceeding.
rates across the seven relevant states.
[i) tvlethodology for .Setting Interim Safe This calculatlon results in an average
Harbor Per-Minut.e Rate Levels
rate of $0.11 S6 per minute for a 15- ·
minute debit call. We similarly calculate
G1. We base our methodology for
1he same states' prepaid interstate ICS
setting conservative interim interstate
calling rates, to obtain an average
JCS safe hmhor rate levels on our
prepaid rate of $0.1268 per minute.
aru-tlvsis of rate data in the record. In
Given the similarities of debit and
partrcular, the record inc\udns detailed.
prepnid charges, we group the two into
dala un interstate lCS rates charged by
a single category and average those rates
ICS providers serving various types of
to obtain an overall per minute average
r.orwctional facilities. Specifically,
HRDC filed de1ailed and comprehensive of $0.1227, which we round 1o $0.12 per
minute. We therefore adopt $0.12 as the
2012 !CS ntte data for virhwlly all of the
safe harbor per minute rate for interstate
state departments of correcLions in Lhe
ICS debit and prepaid calls. As
count.rv. We conclude tbat these data
described in more detail below, ICS
providE~::~ reasonable basis for
providers have the flexibility to satisfy
establishing safe harbor rates that are
the safe harbor either by certifying that
intended to npproximnte the costs of
the per-minute rate is at or below the
providing interstate ICS-costs that
safe harbor or by demonstrating that
include fair compensation (including a
their total charge for a 15-minute call is
rHasonablH profit) and include full
at or below the safe harbor per-minute
recoverv for securitv features the
rate times 15.
correct(onal fnciliti~s have determined
64. We derive a corresponding interim
to be necessary to protucl the public
safe harbor rate level for interstate ICS
safetv. Further. these safe harbor rates
collect calls by utilizing the data
are v:tlidt'lted bv other evidence in the
provid(~d by HRDC for the interstate ICS
record.
collect calling rates for the same set of
52. The comprehensive rate data
states. Employing the same
submitted bv HROC include data for
methodology utilized by ICS debit and
seven stale,._"lhat have excluded sill~
prepaid calls, we determine the average
commission payments from their rates.
rate for a 15-minute interstate ICS
R::~tP.~ in every state. including Ihe noncollect call for these states to be $0.1411
commission states. vvere included by
per minute, which vve round to $0.14
ICS providers in their bids for state ICS
per minute. We therefore adopt $0.14
contracts. such that \NE~ cnn prosurne
per minute as the safe harbor rate for
th<~l thBy are high enough to cover the
providers' costs. We find thnt this subset interstate ICS collect calls.
Below. vve adopt: interim rate caps that
include interim safe harbors selling
boundaries for rates that ·will be treated
as lawful absent a Commission decision
to the contrary, and serve to minimize
regulatory bu;·dens un!CS providers.
The interim mle cap framework we
adopt enables providers to charge costbased ratl~s up to the interim rate caps.
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65. Otber data in the record further
validate that the interim interstate safe
harbor mlns we estAblish here are just,
reasonable, and fair. ln addition to being
higher than rates currently chargBd by
several state depn.rtments of corrections
\vithout site commissions, our $0.12 per
minute safe harbor debit call rate is at
or above the rate that would result if site
commissions were deducted from the
rates in ten states that allow them.
Similarlv, tlu~re are nine states with site
commisSion payments in their rates
whose interstate ICS collect rates are at
or below our $0.14 per minute safe
harbor collect call rate when their
commissions'are deducted.
Additionally. our interim safe harbor
rate levels closely approximate the rates
currently being charged in ICEdedicated facilities.
GG. DatA in the record on the demand
stimulation effects of lmver rates further
v(l!idate the conservative nature of our
safe harbor rates and thn likelihood that
the safe harbors will pnwide fAir
compensation to ICS providers. There is
geneml agreement in the record that
]o\ver rates tvill stimulate additional ICS
usagP, which will help to offset any
revenue declines ICS providt~rs might
experience from lower rates. For
cxmnple, petitioners cite an immediate
increase in call volume of ~!G percent
follovving a significanl reduction nf ICS
rates by Ne"\v York in 2007. The New
york statH Department of Corrections
nnd Community Supervision rcport0d
that call volnmes continued to increase
follmving their !CS ratn reductionsfrom a total of 5.4 million calls in 2006
to an estimated 14 million calls in
2013-an increase of approximately 160
percent. Also. Telmate reported a 233
percent increase in call volume in one
state \Vhen it brought its interstate ICS
rates do\.vn to the $0.12 per minute level
of its locallCS rates. Tel mate also sav1.c
an increase of up to 300 percent. in call
volume when it lowered its rates
-elsewhere. Given the largely fixed cost
nature of the ICS industry. call voJume
increases are likely to geilerate
significant revenues for ICS providers
without resulting in significant cost
increases. Such revenue increases are
likely to offset in part the revenue
declines res providers might otherwise
experiencH from lower rate levels.
6?: Other Afethodologie8. VVe find that
using comprehensive {:tate rate data to
establish the interim safe h<lrbur rates is
preferable to other methodologies
proposed in the record. For example,
Petitioners propose a ratfl-setting
methodology that combines an analysis
or prevailing non-ICS prepaid calling
card rates with estimates of the
additional costs necessary to provide
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ICS. Using their methodology.
Petitioners propose rt per-minute rate of
$0.07 for both collect and debit
interstate ICS calls. Other comment:ers
support Petitioners' approach. Some fCS
providers, hovo.'P.ver, oppose Petitioners'
proposal, stating that interstate ICS is

not comparable ·to prepaid calling card
services and that basing a methodology
on such an assumption could preclude
ICS providers from being fairly

compensated. Some clnim that the rate
levels proposed by Petitioners, if
adopted, vvould undermine JCS
providers' financial viability. We do not
find on the basis of this record that
using comnwrcial prepnid calling card
n~les is a reasonable starting point for
calculating lCS calling rateS given the
significant differences belween the two
f>I!I'Vif:l!S, most notably. security
rcquircmentf':. Further, Petitioners'
proposed methodology relies on
combining prepaid calling card rates
wilh JCS providers' costs. Because the
t\vo :::ets oF data are nul necessarily
rclntcd, it would be difficult for us to
adopt this methodology as the basis for
our rates without further explanntion.
08. We also d,~cline to base our safe
harbor rates on the call 1rolume, cost,
cnmrnission, and revenue data
submitted bv Securus or the cost data
submitted b~' CeulurvLink. While
Secusus' daia prnvicfc some insight into
the custs of its ICS operations, we have
concerns about relying entirely on these
dat<~ to en leu late rates, in part because
Securus did not provide the
disaggregated dAta used to derive the
report's 101:<-ll cost results, and the data
it submitted did not distinguish
bet t·veen collect, debit. or prepaid calls.
Similarlv, consistent. \.vith our
discussiOn below, vve decline to base
onr safe harbors on the cost data
Cenhiryl..ink Slibmittedgiven the
<'tbsence or underlying dalH, the Jack of
<l description of its methodology, and
tho Jack of a d_istinclion bet\iveeiJ debit,
prepRitl and collect calling co"sts.
fi9. Additional Considerations. We
dis;tgrce tvith concerns that it is not
feasible to adopt uniform rates for all
correctional facilities. particulArly '-''.'ith
regard to the safe harbors -,.ve are
establishing here. Our safe harbors are
not binding rates but are designed to
give providers that l~lectlo use them an
nctministrativcly conw~nient pricing
option thnt offers a rebuttable
prnsumplion of reasonableness. If
providnrs serving jails or other facilities
vvilh different cost characteristics do not
choosn to use them. thny may price their
service up to t·he rate caps we establish
below or seek a \Vaiver of those caps.
Ullimatelv, we believe thal the safe
harbors aie set at levels that are likely

to ensure fair compensation for
providers serving a significant
proportjon of inmates. Accordingly, we
find that it is reasonable to establish a
uniform set of interim safe harbor rate
levels for providers serving different
sizes and types of correctional facilities.
Ultimately, v·.re conclude that by selting
the interim safe harbor rates at ·
reasonable levels and providing
flexibility to providers imp.lementing
the rates. including the ability to charge
cost-based rates up to tho interim rate
cap, our interim interstate safe harbor
rotes will ensure that ICS providers are
fairly compensated.
70. Because we find that the interim
safe harbor rates we establish here will
provide fair compensation to ICS
pro\iiders and will encourage continued
investment and Ueployment of ICS to
the genernl public, we do not find
persuasive the assertion that regulation
of interstate ICS would negatively
impact. ICS providers generally, possibly
even curtailing ICS access. Rather, our
finding is supported by the fact that
many state departments of correction
make ICS available to inmates at rates
lower than those we implcammt here
and nonetheless operate in a safe,
secure, and profitable manner.
Moreover. testimony in our record
indicates that following a legislative
mandate to low(~r rates in New Mexico,
the Nevo' Mexico Corrections
Department released an RFP for ICS that
prescribed even lower rates than those
adopted in the state's reform
proceeding. JCS continues to be made
available to inmates even at these lower
rates.
71. Additionally, by ufling existing
rates from states that have prohibited
site commission payments to derive the
interim safe harbors, we believe that our
reforms will not impact security or
innovation in the ICS market. Indeed.
we note that innovation will continue t.o
drive down costs through automation
and centralization of the security
features correctional facilities require.
Sonw commenl'ers have raised concerns
that decreasing ICS rates \Nill result in
a lower quality of service for inmate
calling. As we discuss above, the
interim safe harbor levels and rate caps
we adopt today are conservative
numbers. Accordingly, we believe the
rate framework we adopt todny should
not negatively impact quality of service.
For example, ICE has rates for all long
distance calls for their detainees on par
with those we adopt totlav, and
concmrently includes qu8lity of service
standards, in addition to a 25 to 1 ratio
of detainees to operable telephones. We
encouragn continued innovation ;mrl
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efficiencies to improve the quality of
service for-ICS.
72. In summarv. on the effective date
of this Order, which is 90 davs
following its publication in the Federal
Register, nil mtes. fees, cmd ancillary
charges for interstate JCS musl be costbased. ICS providers that Rlect to utilize
the safe harbor to establish cost-based
interstate ICS rates as of that date mus1
lovver their interstate ICS rates to or
below $0.12 per minutn for debit and
prepaid interstatB calls a[ld $0.14 per
minute for collect interstate calls for
their rates to be presumi~d to bP. just,
reasonable and fair. Separately, in the
accompanying Further Notice >ve seek
comment on adopting permanent safe
harbors.

b. Interim 'Rate Caps for Interstate ICS
RatE~s

73. \Ve adopt interim rate cnps to
an upper limit on rates provide,rs
may charge for interstate ICS. As
explained be\m.v, the interim rate caps
we establish are $0.21 per minute for
debit and prepaid interstate calls and
$0.25 per minute for collect interstate
calls. \Ve adopt the interim rate caps to
provide immediate reli8f to consumers.
As oft be effective date of this Orcler (90
days after Federal Register publication),
providers' rates for interstate ICS must.
be at or below these levol.c;.
74. \Vc believH thai the rate Ci:lps we
establish here are set at sufficientlv
conservative levels to account for ~1ll
costs ICS providers \vill incur in
providing ICS pending our further
examinRtion of .such costs through the
accompanying FNPRM and data
collection. The interim rate cups we
establish are not a finding of cost-based
ICS rates because . ...,e
. use the highest
costs in the record. which indude thP.
costs of adv~nced ICS securitv features,
to set an upper hound for int~rstnfe rates
that. \'Ifill be subject to cost justification.
We also establish a waiver process to
accommodate what we expect to be the
rare provider that can dernonslrate that
recovery of its ICS costs requires mtes
that exceed our caps.
pl<~cc

(i) Methodology for Establi::.hing Interim
Rate Caps
75. To establish interim interstate ICS
rate caps, \Ve identify the reltwanl' ICS
provider cost data available in the
record, which consists principally of the
ICS Provider Dnta Submission, cost
filings by Pay Tel (on ICS provider that
exclusively serves jails), Securus, and
CenturyLink (ICS providers that serve a
variety of type and sizes of correct.ionnl
facilities). In 2008, the ICS Provider
Data Submission identified the cost of
debit and the adjusted cost of collect
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ICS calls as being $0.1l)4 per minute and
$0.24G per minute. respectively,

assuming a 15-minute call Qumtion.
Both Pav Tel <md Securus "vere
pnrtic.ipfmts in the 2008 study. In its
recent cost study, Pay Tel reports
average actual and projected costs for
debit and collect ICS calls of $0.208 per
minute and $0.225 per minute~.
respectively, inclusi\'C of additional fees
for continuous voice biometric
identification service, or $0.189 and
S0.20.'i per mimJie without such costs.
Securus submil.led tntal cost data for a
subset of the facilities it serves that on
a minute-weighted basi~ averaged
$0.044 per minute for nll typos of calls.
CenturyLink also submitted :;;ummary
ICS cost data. All tbesn costs WNe
reported excluding site commission
payments.
76. Debit- and Prepaid Coil R(fte Cop.
Wo establish an interim rate cnp for
debit and prepaid interstate ICS calls of
$0.21 per minute based on the public
debit call cost data included in Pav Tel's
cost submission. The costs n~ported by
Pay Tel for debit calling rerresent· the
highest, total-company costs uf any data
submission in the record and therefore
represent a conservrttive approach to
selling our interim debit and prepaid .
rate cap. Specifically. Pny Tel reported
thai. t.he average of ils aclual and
projected 2012-20J5 ckhit calling costs,
excluding commissions and including
continuous voice biometric
identification fees. is $0.208 per minute.
While Pav Tel's cost data nre
chflracterlzod bv certain limitations, ·we
conclude that P~ay Tel's public f.;ost
submission provides n sound basis to
derive the conservative high-end
estimate that we ose to set the debit and
prepaill interim rate cap. This is true for
a number of reasons.
77. First, this interim rate cap for
dr.bit calls is significantly higher than
the per-millule cost fur debit calling
reported in the 200B ICS Provider Data
Submission ($0.164 per minute,
assuming a 15-rninule call duration) or
by Securus ($0.044 per minnte for ell!
call types). The 200H lCS Provider Data
Submission is the only multi-provider
cust sample in the record and includes
debit call cnsf. data from locations \Vith
vnrying cost <'lnd C;"'ll volume
characteristicH. and is $0.05 per rninute
lower than our interim dnbit and
prepaid rate cap. The interim rate cap is
also significantly higher than the cost
study submitted by Securus. Second,
Pav ·)'el sen·es jailS exclusivelv, which
ar;, generally smallr.r and whiCh
providers claim are more costly to serve
tlwn pri~ons. AsH resull, we expect that
the rates ol' most fi'lcilitie.s. whether jails
or prisons, lnrgc nr small, should fall

below this rate. Third, we include Pav
~
Tel's estimated inr:reases in r:ost
projections used to calculate our rate
caps. Uespite record evidence showing
that many TCS costs are significantly
decreasing. We thus accept at face value
Pay Tel's projected costs-costs that it
reports to be increasing-which may
include costs that we would conclude,
after a thorough review, may not be
related to the provision oflCS, and costs
tbat it mav have the incentive to
overstate ~s the Commission evaluates
reform. Finally, we note that Pay Tel's
and all ICS providers· transport and
termination costs will continue to
decline pursuant to the Commi.<>sion's
intercarrier compensation reform.
further reducing the cost ofprmtiding
the transport and termination of ICS.
For all these reasons, we find Pay Tel's
debit calling cot'lt rlata to be an
appropriately conservative basis for our
dc~bit and prepaid rate cap and adopt a
$0.21 per minute interim rate cap for
debit ~md prepaid interstate ICS calls.
78. Collect Cf.1ll Rate Cap. We use a
similar approach to establish the $0.25
per minute interim rate cap for
interstate ICS' collect calls. The costs
reported by the ICS Provider Data
Submission represent the highest costs
of anv data submitted in the record and
repre~<;ent a conservative approach to
setting our i n'terim collect rate cap.
Specifically. the lCS Provider Data
Submission reported an effective per
minute cost for ICS collect calls of
$0.246 per minute. assuming a 15minutc call dumtioo. \'Ve base our
collect call rate cap on this record
information and note that this cost is
higher than botl1 Pay Tel's and Securus'
reportHd costs of collect calls ($0.225
per minute for collect calls and $0.124
per minute for all calls, respectively).
Additionally, we taken conservative
approach b}' setting the rate caps above
the level we believe can be cost-justified
\Vhile the Bureau reviews ICS provider
rates and cost data submitted pursuant
to the data collection and evaluntes the
record in response to the Further Notice.
79. The 2008 ICS Provider Data
Submission represents an appropriately
conservative foundation for our collect
call rate cap. These data represent the
highest cost of a per-minute collect call
in Lhe record. and includes cost data
from locations w.ith varying cost and
call volume characteristics. The ICS
Provider Data Submission states tJ1at its
purpose is to "f.plrovide the basis for
rates'' and to "lplrovide cost
information necessary to develop costbased rate levels and rale structures."
.A. !though from five years ago. the record
indicotes continued support for such
data. and, as an lCS provider-submitted
Page 13 of 23

cost study, it presumably ensures fair
compensation to ICS providers.
BO. We find that the 2008 ICS
Provider Data Submission on ovhich we
base our interim .ICS colJect rat.e cap
likely overstates JCS providers' cost~ in
a number of respects. First. costs to
provide interstate !CS have, hy Jn.any
measures. declined since the ICS
provider data was submitted. Second,
smaller, potentially higher-cost facilities
are over-represented in the data
submission's sample, as compared with
the national distribution of sizes of
correctional facil.ities. Thiid. the sample
does not include cost data from the
largest ICS provider, which cites
economies of scale and efficiencies that
it claims it enjoys. making it one of the
lowest cost ICS providers. The !CS
Provider Data Submission also uses a
marginal location analysis simililr to an
analvsis that the Commission has used
in tl{e past to calculate pay phone rates
and some commenters assert this data
tends to overcompensate ICS providers.
Moreover, the rate is above the cnsts
reported hy Pay Tel . a provider serving
exclusively smaller facilities and jails.
Further, aS we noted above, all TCS
prov.iders' transport and termination
costs will continue t.o decline pursuant
to the Commission's intercarrier
compensation reform. further reducing
interstate fCS providers' costs. Finnlly.
the record supports the notion !hat
Jower rates will increase call volumes,
providing an additional offset to
compensation foregone as a msult nf
lower rates.
81. We disagree with commentcrs
who assert it is not feasible to adopt
uniform rates-in this .instance our ratr
caps-for correctional facilities
generally. \Ve base our rate caps on the
highest cost data available in the reconJ,
which ·we anticipate will ensure fair
compensation for providers snrving jails
and prisons alike. We note that lCS
providers themselves submitted a single
set of costs for the multiple providers
participating in the ICS Provider Data
Submission, regardless of the differing
sizes of the correctionol instituticms
thev served. Petitinners assert that
"te~lmical innovations in the provision
of prison phone services imply that
variation in costs at different facilities
has largely been eliminated." Further.
the Commission previously hns set a·
uniform rate for other interstate
t.elecomm11nications services. including
for public payphones. the costs of which
also varv bv location. Moreover, even if
we wcrC to~ attempt to differentiate our
rate caps on !he L<~sis of size or type of
correctional fiH:ilitv, the record contains
conflicting assertiO'ns as to what those
distinctions should be. Some assert ""e
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should distinguish between jails am.l
pri::;ons, \'\'hile at least one other
commenter advocates distinguishing
botwPen larger and smaller jails and
between prison, jails and other
'·specialty locations." Ginm the interim
nature of our rain caps <md tho
.accomprmying Further Notice, providers

and other parties will have ample
opportunity to asSert that we shoulrl
estO:tblish different rate caps for different
types of providers rmd more precisely
on what those distinctions should be
based.
{ii) 'Naivers
B2. Ao fCS pnwider that believes that
it has cost-based rates for JCS that
exceed our interim rate caps may file a
petition for a waiver. Such a waiver
petition would need to demonstrate
good cau::;e to waive the interim rate
cap. As with rdl waiYer requests, the
petitioner bears the burden of proof to
sbow that good cause exists to support
the reguesL The follov.,ring factors may
be considered in a reqlwst to waive the
interim rate caps: costs directly related
to the provision of interstate ICS and
ancillary serv.icr::s; demand levels nnd
trends; a reasonable allpcafion or
common costs shared vvith the
provider's non-inmate calling services:
and general and adminic;lralive co:::t
data.
83. We reiterate thnt the interim rate
caps are set. at conservative levels.
Accordingly. \-ve expect that petitions
for waiver of the interim rate caps
wo1dd account for extraordinarv
circumstances. Further, WP. '"vilf evaluate
waivers at the holding company level.
We conclude that reviewing ICS rates at
the holding company le1.'el is reasonable
for several ::ouhs!antive and
udministr<ltive reasons. First. the
centralization of security and other
functionalities provided by ICS
providers that serve multiple
correctional far:ilit.ies has significantly
reduced the cost incurred on an
individual facility for ~orne providnrs.
Moreover, the record indicates that TCS
providers orten obtain exclusive
contracts for several facilities inn stnte.
rathor thnn specific ratos per f<Jcility.
Second, \·\!e hHve adopted interim
interstate safe harbor rates and interim
interstate rate Caps at conservative
levels \"o ensure that all providers are
fa.irly compensated. 1\s a result. 'liVe
believe it is appropriate to evaluate
waivers at o holding company level to
obtain an accurate r.vnluntion oftlw
need for <-1 waiver. Additionallv,
reviewing petitions in this maimer is
significantly more ndministralively
feasible and will allow the Commission
tn <H.lciross \VaivPr petitions more

expeditiously. Uriless and until a waiver
is granted. an JCS provider may not
charge rates above the interim rate cap
and must. comply with all aspects of this
Order including requirements that
ancillary services charges must be costbased as described.
84. We delegate to the \Vireline
Competition· Bureau (Bureau) the
authority to .request additional
information necessarv for its evaluation
of waiver requests and to approve or
deny all or part of requests for waiver
of the interim rate caps adopted herein.
We note that evaluation of 1liese waiver
requests will require rate setting
expertise. and that the Bureau is \Vel!
snit.ed to timelv consider any waiver
requests that afe filed. Becal1se we ·will
consider waiver requests on a holding
company basis. waiver requests from the
three larw~st ICS providers \·vould cover
over 90 percent of res prnvided in the
country. ICS provider \·vaiver petitions
mny be accorded confidential treatment
as Consistent with rule 0.459.
c. Interim Rate Structure
85. Some ICS rates include per-call
charges--i.:harges that are incurred at the
initiation of a call regardless of the
length of the call. The record indicates
concerns that these per-call charges are
often extremely high and therefore
unjust. unreasonable, and unfair for a
number of reasons. First, it is selfevident that per-call charges make short
ICS calls more expensive particularly if
evaluated at the effective per-minute
rate. Fnr PXample, several statH
departments of correction allow $3.95
per-call and $0.89 per-minute charges
for collect interstate ICS calls. Under
such an arrangement, the effective per
minute rate for a one minute call is
$4.84, whereas the effective per minut.e
rate for a 15 minute call is $1.15.
making the price for a shorter call
disproportionately high. Second,
commenler.s raise issues regarding percall charges that may be unjust,
unreasonr~ble, and unfair because caJlers
are often charged more than one per-call
clwrge for a single conversation ·when
calls nrc dropped, which the record
reveals con bo o frequent occurrence
with JCS. Although some .ICS providers
contend that calls are usuallv
terminated when callers atte~pt either
to set up a three-way call or to forward
calls. practices that are generally
prohibited by correctional facilities,
other commenters maintain that calls
are droppecl because offau.lty call
monitoring software or poor call quality.
leaving consumers no alternative but to
pay multiple per-call charges for a
single conversation. Finally. some
commentcrs question '""hether high perPage 14 of 23
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call charges are justified by cost. In
particular, Petitioners .stale that ''[tjhere
are very few cost components that
change with the number or call
initiations and tbat do not varv with the
length of the call," and recom;nend
eliminating per-call charges.
a5. \Ve are concornHd about the
evidence regarding current per-call rates
and associated practices. ln particular.
wn are concerned that a rate structure
wit.h a per-call charge can impact the
cost of calls of short durotion.
potentially rendering such charges
unjust. unreasonable anrlunfair. VVe
have particular concerns when caBs are
dropped without regard lo whether
there is a potential security or technical
issue, and a per-call charge is imposed
on the initial call and each successive
call. As a result, we conclude that
unreasoi1ably high per-call charges and/
or unnecessarily dropped calls that
incur multiple per-call charges are not
just and reasonable.
87. At the sume time, we recogniz:e
that states that have reformed ICS rates
. and rate structures have addressed such
concerns in different \vays. Indeed, not
· all such states have eliminated per-call
charges. Some hAve significantly
reduced or capped such costs in seeking
to bring the overall cost of a call to just,
reasonable and fair levels. Many of these
pioneering state efforts form the
foundation of the initial reforms we
adopt today, and we are reluctant to
disrupt those efforts pBnding our further
evaluation of these issues in the Further
Notice. A.s a result, V\~e do not prohibit
all per-call charges in this Order.
Nonetheless, because om questions
about the ultimAte necessity nnd
desirability of per-call charges remain,
particularly as we seek comment. on
further reforming: ICS rates more
generally, we ask questions about
whether rate structure rcqnin'!mcnts are
necessarv to ensure that the cost of a
conversa"tion is reasonable in the
Further Notice. We also require ICS
providers to submit data on the
prevalence of dropped calls and the
reason [or such dropped calls as part of
their annual certification filing.
88. Our interim mte struduro will
help addres~ concerns raised about
unreasonable per-call charges while \-Ve
consider further reforms in the F11rt.her
Notice. As described above, we adopt
interim safe harbor rate levels and
interim rate caps to ensure the overall
cost of a 15-minute call is just.
·reasonable, and fnir. lCS providers have
the tlexibilitv to satisfy the safu harbor
either throug'h a certification that the
per-minute rate is at or below the _srtfe
harbor, or by demonstrating that the cost
of a )5-minutr: r.all (including any per-
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connection charges) is at or below the
sa ff~ harbor per-Tilinute r<lte times 15.
Thus, where an lCS provider elects to
take advantage of the interim safe harbor
rate levels described above, we allow
the provider flexibility to determine
\Vlwther its rate structure should
include per-call charges. Specifically,
we allow .ICS providers to calculate
\vhether their rates are at or below the
interim safe harbor levels or the interim
· mte caps by calculating their
compliance on the basis of a 15-minute
call. Becr:~.u~e our interim safe harbors
constrain the cost of a 15-minute
conversation to a level \rVC find to be
just, reasonable, and fair, we find it is
appropriate to afford ICS providers such
flexibility.
H9. Providers electing no1 to use tlw
safe harbor but to charge rates at or
below the interim rate cap will have
similar flexibilitv hut will not benefit
from the presurn~ption that the rates and
charges arc just and reasonable :mrl, as
a result, could be requjred to pay
refunds in any enforcement action.
d. Ancillary Charges
no. In the 2012 JCS NPHM. the
Commission observmi thnt "there arc
outstanding questions with prepaid
calling such as: how to handle monthly
fees; how to load an inmate's account;
and minimum required account
balance." 78 FR 4369, Jnn. 2:{. 201.3. The
record indicates that lCS pro\'iders also
impose ancillary or non-cnl.l related
charges on end users to make ICS ctdls.
for example to set up or add money to
a debitO!' prepaid. account, to refund
any outstanding money in o prepaid or
debit account, or to deliver calls t.n n
wireless number. These adtlitional
charges represent a significant cost to
consumers. For example, prepaid
account usnrs who accept calls from
prisoners and detainees in r:ertnin
facilities may incur a $4.H5 monthly
"inactivity fee" if their acr.ount
"exceeds 1.80 days of no call activity
until the funds llave been exhausted or
the call activity resumes." Encl. users
mav also be assessed a $4.B5 fee to close
their account. and n $4.95 "refund fee''
when requesting a I'Hfund of money
remaining in an account. We question
whether such charges arc reasonable in
and of themselves and note that the
levels of such charges rlo not appear to
be cost-hased.
9 I. Although wn are unable to finrl
ancillary charges per ~e umeasonable
bas0d on thH record, we hnve sufficient
information and authority _lo Hl<~ch
several conclusions regafding ancillary
charges. Fir~t, as st<~led ee~rlier, interstate
ICS rales musl be cosl-IJ<lsed. <1nrl Lobe
compensable costs must be reasonflbl.Y

and directly related to provision of JCS.
Ancillary service charges are no
exception; they also fall within this
standard and the Commission has the
jurisdiction and authority to regulate
them. Section 20l[b) of the Act requires
that "all charges, practices.
classifications, and regulations for and
in connection with'· communications
services be just and reasonable. Section
276 of the Act defines "pay phone
service" to encompass "the provision of
inmate telephone service in correctional
institutions, and any ancillwy services,"
and requires that providers be "fairly
compensated." The services associated
with these ancillary charges are "in
connection with'' the inmate payphone
services for purposes of section 201(b)
and "ancillary'' for purposes of section
276. As such, they fall within the
standards V\'C articulate above for
determining which costs are
compensable through interstate res
rntes. Therefore, even if a provider's
interstate ICS rates are otherwise in
compliance with the requirements of
this Order, tbe provider may still be
found in violation of the Act and our
rules if its ancillary service charges are
not cost-based.
92. Therefore, parties concerned that
any ancillary services charge is not just.
reasonable and fair can challenge such
charges through the Commission's
complaint process. The ICS provider
\Vill have the burden of demonstrating
that its ancillary services charges are
just, reasonable. and fair. We also
caution JCS providers that the Bureau
will review data submissions critically
to ensure that providers are not
circumventing our reforms by
augmenting ancillary services charges
beyond the costs of providing such
services.
93. In addition, we \.\,'ill take
additional steps to gather further
information that \vill inform ho·w we
address ancillary services. i\::; part of the
mandatory data request we initiate
belmv, \\'e require lCS providers to
submit information on every ancillary
services clu1rge, and identify the cost
basis for such charges. Jn our
accompanying Further Notice, we seek
comment on t~dditional steps the
Coriunission can takn to address
ancillary services charges and ensure
that they are cost-based. \Ve note that
section 201 governs unjust and
unreasonable practices and section 276
governs payphones, which expressly
includes ancillarv services. and seek
comment in tht:~ J-<::.urtlwr Notice as to
whether the imposil.ion of ancillary
services charges is a just, reasonable.
and fair practice.
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D. Inmate Calling Services for the Deaf
and Hard of Hearing
94. The Commission sought comment
in the 20"12 lCS NPRM on deaf or lmrd
of hearing inmates' access to ICS during
incarceration. 78 FR 4369,-Jan. 2:~. 2013.
Our actions today vllill be of significant
benefit to deaf and hard of hearing
inmates and their families. First", the
per-minute rate· levels we adopt in this
Order will result in a significant rate
reduction for most. if not all, interstate
calls made by deaf and hard of hearing
inmates.
95. Second, vve clarify tbat ICS
providers may not levy or collect an
additional charge for any fm~m ofTRS
call. Such charges would be
inconsistent "viih section 225 of the Act,
which requires that "users of
telecommunications relay services pay
rates no greater than the rates paid for
functionally equivalent voice
communication f;ervices with respect to
such factors as the duration of the call,
the time of dav, And the distance from
point of origirlat.ion to point of
termination."
96. Third, we seek comment in the
Furthm NoticH lmlow on additional
issues relating to ICS for the deaf and
hard of hearing, including: (i) \Vhether
and hnw to discount the per-minute :ratB
for ICS calls placed using TTYs. (iiJ
whether action is required to ensure that
!CS providers do not deny access to TRS
by blocking calls to 711. and/or state
established TRS access numbers. (iii)
the need for ICS providers to receive
complaints on TRS service and file
reports with the Commission. and (iv)
actions the Commission can take to
promote the availability and use of
Video Relav Service (VRS) and other
assistive teChnologies in prisons.
97. We decline to take other actions
related to deaf and hard of hearing
inmates requested by commenters at
this time. While we strongly encourage
correctional facilities to ensure that deaf
and hard of hearing inmates are afforded
access to telecommunications that is
equivalent to the access available to
hearing inmates, \Ve decline at this time
to mandate the number, condition. or
physical location of TTY and other TRS
'access technologies (e.g., devices and/or
applications used to access VRS) or the
times they arH physically ovailable to
inmates, allmved call durations for deaf
and hard of hen ring inmates, or the
types of TRS access technologies made
available to inmates.
E. Existing ICS Contracts
1. Background

H8. The record indicates that contracts
for Ihe provision of !CS usually are
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exclusive contracts bet\·veen ICS
providers and cnrrectional facilities to
serve the relevant correctional facility.
The ICS end users (i.e .. the inmates and
outside'! p01.rtiP.s with whom they

communicate via lCS) are not parties to
such agn:mmenls. Contracts between ICS
providers and facilities typically
establish an initial term of three to five
years, with one-year extension options.
Such contracts may include change-of!aw provisions. although some such
provisions can be vague. In the 2012 JCS
NPRM, the Commission sought
comment on whether it would be
appropriate to mandate a ·'fresh look"
period for existing contmcts. nr whether
any new ICS rules should apply only to
contracts entered into afl-er thf~ adoption
of the new rules. 78 FR 4369, Jan. 23,
2013. The Commission also sought
comment on typicallCS contmct terms,
as Wf!ll as how change-of-law contract
provh>ions would interact with any new
Commission rules or obligations.
99. The record in response vvas
mixed. Several commentnrs advocate for
a "fresh luok" period to review and
renegotiate existing contracts; some urge
us to avoid delnying rate reform; and
olhers assert that anv new rules should
apply only to contra(:t~ entered into
after the effective date of the rules.
2. Discussion
100. Tho reforms we adopt today are
not directed at the contracts between
correctional facilities and res providers.
Nothing in this Order directly overrides
such contracts. Rather. our reforms
relatB only to the relationship between
ICS providers and end users, who, as
noted, nre not parties to these
agreements. Our statutory obligations
require us to ensure that rates and
practices are just and reasonable. and to
ensure that payphone compensation is
fair both to end users and to providers
of payphone services. including lCS
providers. \Ne address, for example, ICS
providers' responsibility to charge just.
reasonable and fair mtes to inmates and
the friends and familv whom thcv call
via ICS, and we find ihat certain '
categories of charges and fee~ are not
compensable cost:s of providitlg JCS
reasonablv and directly related to the
provision~of !CS and h.ence may not be
recovered in ICS rates.
101. Agreements between ICS
providers nnd correctional facilities-to
\vhich end users am not parlies-cannot
trump the Commission's authority to
enforce the requirements of the
Communications Act to protect those
users \Vithin the Commission's
jurisdiction under sections 201 aiHl276.
We thus Jo not. by our action, explicitly
abrogatP. any agreements between res

providers and correctional facilities. To
the extent that any particular agreement
needs to be revisited or amended (a
matter on which we do not take a
position). such result would only occur
because agreements cannot supersede
the Commission's authority to ensure
that the rates paid by individuals who
are not parties to those agreements are
fair. just, and reasonable.
102. To the extr:nt thrtt any contracts
are affected by our reforms. we strongly
encourage parties to '\.York cooperatively
to resolve any issues ..For example, ICS
providers could renegotiate their
contracts or terminate. existing contracts
so thev can be rebid based on revised
terms ·that take into account the
Commission's requirements related to
inmate phone rates and smvices. We
find that volui1tary renegotiation would
be ill the public interest, ond observe
that the mcord reflects that, at least in
some instances, contracts between ICS
providers and correctional and
detention facilities are updated and
a,nwnded '..vitb some regularity. To the
extent that the contmcts contain
"change of law" provisions, those may
\vell be triggered by the Commission's
action today. We further note that the
reforms we adopt todny will not take
effect immediately but. rather, will take
effect 90 davs after the Order and
PNPRM are~published in the Federal
Register. Parties therefore will have
time to renegotiate contracts or take
other appropriate steps.

F. Commission Action Does Nol
Constitute a Taking
'103. \Ve reject arguments that our
reforms adopted herein effectu<lte
unconstitutional takings. It is well
established that the Fifth Amendment
does not prohibit the government from
taking la\vful action that may have
incidental effects on existing contrncts.
Although we do not concede that any
incidental effer:ts would "frustrate" the
contractual expectations of ICS
providers, even if that wen~ the case,
such "frustration·· would not state a
cognizable claim under the Fifth
Amendment. In Huntleigh USA Corp. v.
United Stoles, for instance, the court
round thal Congress's decision to create
the Transportation Security Agency
"hrtd tht: effect of 'frustrating' [a private
security company's.! business
expectotions, v.rhich does not form the
basis of a cognizable tnkings claim." Thn
court reached this finding even though
the relevant legislation effectively
eliminated the market for private
screening services. Here, far from
eliminaling the ICS market, our
regulations are designed to allow
providers to recover their costs of
Page 16 of 23
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providing ICS, including a reasonable
return on investment. In this context,
any incidental effect on providers'
coi1tractual expectations does not
constitute a valid property interest
under the Fifth Amendment.
104. Moreover. even assuming,
arguendo, that a cognizable property
interest could be demonstrated bv ICS
providers, we still conclude that Jour
actions '\Nmlld not give rise to
unconstitutional takings wilhout just
compensation. As an initial matter, our
ICS regulations do not involve.the
permanent condemnation of physical
property and thus do not constitute a
per se taking. Nor do our actions
represent a regulatory taking. The
Supreme Court has stated that in
evaluating regulatory takings claims,
three factors are particularly significant:
(1) The economic impact of the
government action on the property
owner; (2) the degree of interference
with the property owner's investmentbacked expectations: and (3) the
"character" of the governmHnt olct.ion.
None of these factors suggests n
regulatory taking here.
105. First, our regulation of end-user
ICS rates and charges will have minimal
adverse economic impact on ICS
providnrs. As explained e!sowhere in
this Order, ICS providers are entitled to
collect cost-based rates and will have
opportunities to seek waivers to the
extent the framework adopted in this
Order does not adetpwtnly address their
legitimate costs of providing ICS. Under
these circumstances, any cognizable
economic impact will not he sufficiently
significant to implicate the takings
clause. Even beyond that, tlw record
supports the notion that lower rates are
likely to stimulate additional call
volume, enabling JCS providers to offset
some of the impacts of lower rates
without incurring commcnsmate added
costs.
·
lOG. Second, our actions do not
improperly impinge upon investmentbacked expectations ofiCS providers.
The Commission has been examining
new ICS regulations for y~ars, and
various proposals-including rate caps
and the elimination of compensation in
ICS rates for site commissions-have
been raised and debated in the record.
ln addition. some states have already
taken action consistent with what we
adopt here today. Given this
background, any investment-backed
expectations cannot rensonahly be
characterized as having been upsel or
impingCd by our actions today.
107. Third. our action today
substantially advances the legitirnnte
governmental interest in protecting enduser consumers from unjust,
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unreasonable and unfair interstate res
and other unjust and unrensonable

Jan. 23. 2013. Commenters agreed that
billing-related call blocking occurs.
110. Ami/ability of Debit and Prepaid
practices regarding interstate ICS-an
interest Congress has Pxplicitly required Calling. We believe 1he availability of
debit and prepaid calling in correctional
the Commission to protect. Morem:f!r,
facilities will nddress the problem of
the Commission is taking a cautious
call blocking associated with collect
approach in lcn-vering end-user ICS
calling by enabling service providers to
rates, and is carefullY calibrating that
collect payment up front, which
approach to ensure that all parties are
eliminates the ri~k qf nonpayment and
compensated fairly for their part of the
renders billing-related call blocking
!CS while simultaneously lowering 1CS
rates for nil end users. In short, the rules unnecessarv. We find that debit or
prepaid calling yield significant. public
at issue here are consistent with takings
jurisprurlence ;md will not ...vreak on JCS interest benefits and facilitate
communication between inmates and
providers the kind of "confiscatory''
the outside world. For example, the
harm-i.e., "destroy{inglthe vah1~:! of
record indicates that debit and prepaid
{providers'] property for all the
calling can be loss expensive than
purposes for which it was acquired"collect calling because they circumvent
that might givB rise 1o a tenable claim
the concerns of bad debt associated witll
under the Fiftl1 Amendment's Takings
collect calling and the expense of
Clause.
subsequent collection efforts. VVe
G. ColJect Calling Only and. Billing+
establish lo\·ver interim rate caps and
Related Cali Blocking
safe harbor rate levels for debit and
108. In the First VVrigbt Petition, the
prepaid calling herein. Additionally, the
Petitioners requested that the
use of prepaid calling helps the called
Commission require !CS providers and
parties to better rnanagfl their budget for
prison administrato"rs to offer debit
ICS, thus making inmate contact with
calling, the mles for \'llhich Petitioners
loved ones more predic!able. We note
assert ·are typically lower than collE!Ct
that the record indicates the increased
calling. In the 2012/CS NPR.l'vl, the
availability of call.ing options other than
Commission mquested comment on
collect calling. In the accompanying
various issues related to prepaid caUi.ng Furtlwr Notice we seek comment about
"and debit calling issues. including
these options. Additionally. \Ve strongly
issues related to the securitv of debit
encomage correctional facilities to
calling and any increased cOst or
consider including debit calling and
administmtivc workload associated with prepaid calling as options for inmates.
debit and prepaid calling. 78 FR 4369.
so thev can more easily and affordablv
Jan. z;;, 2013. Calling options other than cornrn;toicate with fri€nds and famil):.
collect calling appear to have increased
111. Call Blocking. The Commission
since the Alternative Wright Petition
bas n long-standing policy that largely
was filed. The record indicates that
prohibits call blocking. Specifically, the
some facilities require the JCS provider
Commission has determined that the
to offer debit. or prepaid calling for
refusal to deliver voice telephone calls
inmates, and other facilities or
"degrade/s] the nation's
jurisdictions preclude options ot.her
telecommunications network," poses a
than col1ect culling.
·
serious threat to the "ubiquity and
109. Tbe 2012/CS NPRM also sought
seamlessness" of the network, and can
comment on Petitioners' claims that ICS be an unjust and unreasonable practice
providers block collect calls to numbnrs under section 201 (b) of the
served ·by terminating providers with
Communications Act. Throughout this
which they do not have a billing
proceeding ICS providers have otiered
Jrrangement. 78 FR 436~), Jan. 23,2013.
various justifications for their blocking
The 2012 JCS NPRM noted that in
practicHs.
facilities where collect calling is the
112. Some ICS providers claim that
only calling option available. inmates
tlwy block calls to terminating providers
may be unable to complote any calls.
with vvhom they do not have prior
For example, if an inmate tries to caU a
billing relationships to avoid potentially
family member whose phone service
significant uncollectibles. They assert
that uncollectible revenue associated
provider does not have a billing
relationship with the ICS provider, tben with collect calls drives up providers'
the ICS provider will prevent the call
costs. which are ultimately passed along
from going through, and the inmate
through ICS rates charged to consumers.
cunuot call his or her familv member.
Some commenters suggest thot
The 20121CS NPHtvJ aske(fifthis
encou"raging d.ebit or prepaid Cfllling is
nF:cessArv to eliminate the issue of
blocking prrtcliCFJ existHd and whether
lhere nre \vavs. \Vhile other than
hilling-n}latcd call blocking. Other JCS
mandating d~ebil calling, to prevent
providers note, however, that due to
hilling-related call blocking. 7B FR 4359. tcchnicnl advancements and new
mtc~s
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prod net developments, they do not
block calls due to lack of a billing
arrangement, and describe solutions
they have implemented to address the
problem of billing-relatfld call hlocking.
For example, Pay Tel offers a "prepaid
collect" service which allows an inmate
to initiate a free call and at its
conclusion, Pay Tel offers to set up a
direct billing arrangement with the call
recipient to pay for any future calls.
Secums has implemented a similar
strategy by allowing "a short
conversation vvith the called party, after
which the called party is invited to set
up a billing arrangement with Securus
via oral instructions. CenturyUnk bas
implemented a similar ''prepaid collect"
solution.
J 1 ~{. Based on thfl availability of these
·'prepaid collect" services, the
Commission's long-standing position
against unreasonable call blocking, and
the public interest benefits realized from
encouraging inmates connecting with
friends and families, we find billingrelated call blocking by interstate ICS
providers that do not offer an alternative
to collect calling to be an unjust and
unreasonable practice under section
201(b). As such. we prohibit ICS
providers from engaging in billingrelated call blocking of interstatn ICS
calls unless the providers have made
nvailable an alternative means to pay for
a call, such as "prepaid collect," that
will avoid the need to block for lack of
a hilling relationship or to avoid the risk
of uncollectibles. VVe also note that the
rates for these types of calls are subject
to the debit/prepaid interim rate caps or
safe harbor rate levels adopted in this
Order. We expect this prohibition to
have less of an impact on ICS providers
serving facilities that mAke prepaid and
debit calling available as an alternative
means to pay for a call than it will have
on ICS providers serving facilities where
collect calling is the only option offered.
114. Absent these requirements,
inmates at facilities that impose collectonly restrictions and are served by ICS
providers that block calls to providers
with \'Vhom they do not have a billing
.relMionship would hflvP. no w::~y to
place calls to friends or family: served by
providers lacking such a billing
ndationship. The Commission has the
authority to mandate that ICS providers
implement solutions to address billingrelated call blocking under section
201 (b). The "prepaid collect"
requirement regulates the manner in
v,rhich lCS providers bill and collecl for
inmate calk VVith regard to common
carriers, the Commission and courts
h<~ve routinely indicated that hilling and
collection serv~ces provided by a
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calls and $0.14 per minute for collect
to certify tlw accuracy of the data aad
interstate calls. Based on the evidence
i'nformalion in the certification, and the
in this record, we also set an interim
provider's compliance \·vith all portions
li. Enforr:ement
of this Order, including the requirement hard cap on lCS providers' rates of $0.21
115. In this section, we explain the
per minute for interstate debit and
that res providers may not levy or
enforcement procedures to ensure
collect an additional charge for any form prepaid calls, and $0.25 pm: minute for
compliance with the Acl, our rules, and ofTRS call, and the requirement that
collect interstate calls. This upper
requirement that all ICS interstate rates
ancillary charges be cost-based. We find ceiling ensures that the highest rates are
and charges, including ancillary
reduced without delay. Although we
this to be a minimallv burdensome wav
charges, be cost-basod. First, we require to ensure compliancC with this Order.expect the vast majority of providers to
that ICS providers file annually with the To ensure consisl.encv \lvith other
he at or below Ollr safe harbor rate
Commission information on their ICS
reporting requirements and to minimize luvels, vve provide this c.1p to
rates as well <'IS a certification of
burden on ICS providers, we delegate to accommodate unique circumstances.
compliance with the requirements set
ICS providers mny elect to charge costthn Bureau the authority to adopt and
forth in this Order. Ser.ond. we remind
implement a templnte for submitting the based rates between the interim safp
ICS providers of the requirement to
harbor and the interim cap. We deleg<~te
required. data, information, and
comply with existing CommiBsion rules. cerlific<'ltions.
to the Burenu the authority to
Finally, we remind parties that our
investigate ICS provider r.ites and take
enforcement and complaint process may 2. Compliance With Existing Rules
appropriate actions in such
118. We remind ICS providers of their investigations, including the ordering of
result in monetnrv forfeiture and/or
refunds to ICS en(l users.
ongoing responsibilities to comply \vith refunds.
our existing rul!~s. For example,
1. ICS Provider Certification
4. Complaints
providers of inmate operator services
Requirement
120. As discussed above, we require
are required to make certain oral
116. We establish annual certification disclosures prior to the completion of
all interstate ICS rates and charges to be
requirements to fnr.ilitate enforcemP.nt
the calls. Specifically, section 64.710 of cost-based, including ancillary charges,
and as an additional means of ensuring
per-call or connection charges, and perCHlr rules requires providers of inmate
that each and every lCS providers' ratE~S
minute rates. We note that ICS
operator servir.es tn disclose to the
and practices are just, reasonable, and
providers' interstate rates that are at or
consumer the total cost of the call prior
fair and remain in compliance 1<vith this to connec:ting it. includ.ing any
belm,o.; the relevant safe harbor rate
Order. First. '\.VC require aJl providers of
surcharges or premise-imposed fees that levels will be treated as lawful until the
ICS to filH annually by April 1st data
rnay apply !'o tbe call as well as methods Commission has issued a decision
regRrding their interstate and intrastate
finding otherwise. Parties can file a
by which to make complaints
ICS rates. with local or other categories
complaint challenging the
concerning the charges or collection
of rates broken out sepF.Irately to the
reasonableness of interstate TCS rates
practices. Additionally. JCS providers
extent thev varv, and minutes of use bv
and ancillary charges under sections
that are non-dominant interexchange
correction3.l faCility, as well as average'
201 and 276 of the Act, but to the extent
carriers must make their current rates,
duration of calls. Having comprehensive terms, and conditions available to the
that any such complaint challenges rates
lCS rate information available in a
that are within our safe harbor, the
public via their company Web sites.
common format will simplify the
Any violation of such responsibilities or complainant must overcome a
Commission's task of reviewing these
rebuttable presumption that such rates
failure to comply with existing rules
rates and \·viii provide consumers and
aru just, reasonable. and fair.
may subjf!c!. ICS providers to
advocates with an additional resource
Accordingly, those rates may be
enforcement. action, including, among
for understanding them. We require ICS other penalties. the imposition of
challenged but any rate prescription
providers to submit annually. by state,
rising out of snch a proceeding will be
monetary forfeitures. In the case of
their overall percentage of calls
forward-looking and will not include
C:lrricrs, ·such penalties can include
disconnected by the prvvider for
refunds.
forfeitures of up to $H:i0.000 for each
121. Formal Complaints. Complaints
reasons other than expiration of time,
·violation nr each day of a continuing
against ICS providers under the rules we
such as securitv, versus calls that the
violation, up tb a maximum of
adopt herein should follow the process
inmate or callcli party disconnec:ted
$1 ,5 75,000 per continuing violation.
set forth in the Commission's formal
voluntarily. We also require JCS
Where the Commission deems
complaint rules. Compliance with our
providers to file with the Commission
appropriate. such as in particularly
safe harbor JCS rates will establish a
their charges to consumers that are
egregious cases, a carrier may also face
presumption that such rates are just,
ancillary to providing the
revocation of its section 214
telecommunications piece of lCS. These authorization to operate as a carrier. We reasonable, and fair. An TCS providm
will bear the burdens of production and
include, for example, charges to open a
caution ICS providers th<tt, in order to
persuasion in all complaints challenging
prepaid account. to add money to a
avoid the polential imposition of these
whether its lCS rates and/or ancillary
prepaid account, to close a prepaid
and other pen<tlties, they must comply
account, to receive a paper statement, to with all existing rulus and requirements. charges are just. reasonable. and fair. in
compliance wit.h sections 20:1 !lnd 276
rrweive ICS calls on a wireless phone, or
3. [nvestigalions
of the Act.
any other charges to inmates or other
122. Informal Complaints. Parties may
119. In this Order, we· require ICS
end users associated \·Vith use ofiCS.
providers to charge cost-based rates and submit informal complaints to the
These data will assist the Commission
Commission pursunnt to section 1.41 of
charges to inm<ltes and tbeir fnmilies,
in monitoring the effectiveness of the
the Commission's rules. Unlike formal
and establish "safe-harbor'' rntes at or
reforms we adopt today and in
below which rates will be presumf!d just complaints, no filing fee is required. We
addwssing the i.-:sues raised in the
recommend that complaining parties
and reasonable. Specifically. we adopt
attaclwd Further Notice.
submit any complaints through the
·interim safe harbor rates of $0.12 per
117. We further require an officer or
Commission's Web site. at http:!I
director of each ICS provider rmnually
minute for debit and prepaid intnrstate
common carrier for its O\Nn customers
are subject to Title IL
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what costs are reasonably treated as
esupport .fcc.gm:/comploints.htm. The
Consumer and Governmental Affairs
jurisdictionnlly interstate. We have
identified five basic categories of costs
Bureau will also make available
that JCS providers incur: (1}
resources explaining these rules and
.facil itathig the filing of informal
Telecommunications costs and
complaints. Although individual
interconnection fees; (2) equipment
informal complaints "Yill not typically
investment costs: (3) equipment
result in written Commission orders, the installation and maintenance costs: (4)
Enforcement Bureau llvill examine
security costs for monitoring. call ·
trends or patterns in inforrnrtl
blocking; (5) costs of providing ICS that
complaints to identify potential targets
are ancillnry to the provision of ICS,
for investigation and enforcement
including any costs that are passed
action.
through to consumers as ancillary
123. If, after investigation of an
charges; and (ll) other relevant cost data
informal or formal complaint, it is
as outlined in the data template
determined that ICS providers interstate discussed below. For each of the first
rates and/or charges. including ancillary four categories. we require ICS
charges. are unjust. unreasonable or
providers to identify the fixed costs, the
unfair tmder sections 201 and 27f.i lower per-call costs and the pur-minute costs.
rates 1.vill be prescribed and ICS
Furthermore. for each of these ca1egories
providers may be ordered to pay
(fixed, per-call and per-minute costs),
refunds. In nddition to refunds,
we require JCS providers to identify
providers may be found in violation of
both the direct costs, and the joint and
our rules and face additional forfeitures. common costs. For the joint and
\Ve also interpret the language in
common costs, we require providers to
section 276 that TCS providers be "fairly explain how these costs, and rates to
cornpensat(~rl" for each and ~~vory
recover them, are apportioned among
completed call to require that an ICS
the facilities thev serve as W(dl as the
provider be fairly compensated on the
services that the}r provide. For the fifth
basis of either the vvholc of its JCS
cntegory, we require lCS providers to
business or by groupings that reflect
provide their costs to establish debit and
reasonablv related cost characteristics,
prepaid accounts for inmates in
and not o{l the basis of a single f~cility
facilities served by them or those
it serves. Indeed, we doubt that a party
inmates' called parties; to add money to
could re<"~sonnblv cl<Jim that the
those established debit or prepaid
Commission mUst individually
accoUnts; to close debit or prepaid
determine the costs of each calL Some
accounts and refund any outstanding
averaging of costs must occur, and there
balance; to send paper statements; to
is no logical reason that it must occur
send calls to wireless numbers: and of
at the facility level. Finally, we note that
other charges ancillary to the provision
this approac;h is consistent \'trith our
of communications service. We also
traditional means of evaluating
require res providers to provide a list of
providers' costs and revenues for
all. ancillary charges or fees tl1ey charge
various types of communications
to ICS consumers and account holders,
services.
and the level of each r:harge or fee. VVe
I. Mandutory Data Collection
require all ICS providers to provide data
on their interstate and intrastate long
124. To enable the Commission to
distance nnd local demand (i.e., minutes
l"ake further action to reform rates,
of use) and to appOition the minutes of
incl11ding developing a permanent. cap
or safe harbor for interstate rates. as well use between intcrstute and intrastate
as to inform our evaluation of olher rate calls. Finally, we \vill require ICS
reform options in the Further Notice, we providers to submit forecasts, supported
by evidence. of how they expect costs to
r~quire all ICS providers to file data
change in the futuri:!.
regarding their costs to provide ICS . .i\JJ
126. ThcsP dotn will guide the
such information should be based on
Commission as it evaluates next steps in
t11e most-recent fiscal year data at the
the Further Notice. To ensure
time of Office of 1V1anagemcnt and
consistencv and to minimize the burden
Budget appro\•al, may be filed under
on ICS pro~iders, we delegate to the
protective order. and will be treated as
confidentiaL Such informal ion will also Bureau the authority to adopt a template
for submitting the date and provide
ensure that rafes. charges and ancillary
instructions to implement tlw data
chnrges f'lre cost-based.
collection.·vve also delegate to the
1.25. Specifically, we require all ICS
providers to prnvide dala to document
Bureau authority to require an JCS
tl1eir costs for interstate, intrastnte long
provider to submit additional data that
distance ond intrastate loud res for the
thu Bureau deems nr:c1-1ssarv to
past: ye8r. The collection of intrastate
determine cost-based rate lBvels for that
datn is necessary to allow us to assess
provider.
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IV. Severability
1.27. All of the rules that arc adopted
in this Order are designed to \Vork in
unison to ensure just, reasonable, and
fair interstate ICS rates. However, each
of the reforms wt~ undertake in this
Order serves a particular function
toward this goal. Therefore, it is our
intent that each of the rules adopted
herein shall be severable. If any of the
rules is declared invalid or
unenforceable for anv reason, it is our
intent that the mmaii1ing rules shall
remain in full force and effect.
V. Procedural Matters
A. Paperwo1k Reduction Act Analysis

128. This Report and Order contains
new or modified information collection
requirements subject to the Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1995 (PRt\J, Public
La1.-v 104-13. 1t Hrill be submitted to the
Office of Management and Budget
{OMB) for review under section 3507(d)
of the PRA. OMB, the general publ-ic,
and other Federal r~gencies are invited to
comment on the new or modified
information collection requirements
contained in the proceeding. In
addition. 1.ve note that pursuant to the
Smnll Business Paperwork Relief Act. of
2002, Public Law 107-198, see 44 U.S.C.
3506(c)t4). we previously sought
comment on how the Commission might
further reduce the information
collection burden for small business
concerns with fewer than 25 employees.

_B. Congressional Review Act
129. The Commission tvill send a
copy of this Report and Order and
Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
in a report to be sent to Congress and
the Government Accountability Office
pursuant to t.hc·Congressionat Review
Act (CRJ\]. See 5 U.S. C. BOI(a)(l)(A).
C. Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis

1:m. The Regulatory~Flexibility Act
(RFA), requires that an agency prepare
a regulatory flexibility analysis for
notice and communi. rulemakings.
unless the agency certifies that "the rule
will not, ifprorilulgated., have a
significant economic imp~:tct on a
substantial number of small entities."
Accordingly. we have prepared a Final
Regulatory Flexibility AnalySis (FRFA) ·
concerning the possible impact. of the
Report and Order on small entities.
"1::11. As required by the Regula1ory
F'lexibilitv Act of 1980, as amended
{RFA). an· Tnitial Regulatory Flexibility
Analysis (IRFA) was incorporated .in the
Notir:n of Proposed Rnlemaking (NPRM}
in WC Docket 12-375. The Commission
sought written public comment on the
proposals in the NPRM. including
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3. Description and Estimnte of the
Number of Small Entities to ·which
Rules Will Apply
136. The RFA directs agencies to
provide a description of, and, where
feasible. an estimate of, the number of
1. Need for. and Objectives of. the
small
entities that may be affHcted by
l{eport and Order
the rules adopted herein. The RFA
generally defines the term "small
132. The Report and Order {Order)
fmtity" as having thB samH meaning as
adopts rules to ensure that interstate
the terms ·'small business,'' "small
inmate calling service (ICS) mtes in
organization," and "small governmental
correctional institutions arc just.,
jurisdiction." In addition, the term
reasonable, and fair. Tn the initiating
"small business'" hns the same meaning
NPRM. the Commission sought
as the terrn_"small business concern"
information on issues related to the ICS
under the Small Business Act. A "small
market, lCS rates. and provider costs
business concern" is one which: (1) rs
nnd ancillary fees. In this Order. the
independently owned and operated; (2)
Commission addresses interstate ICS
is not dominant in its field of operation;
rates, site commission payments.
and (3) sati.<;fiRs any additional criteria
;mcillrtrv fees, ICS for deaf and hard-ofestablished bv the Small Business
he<lring.inmiltes, JCS call types, and
Administrat.i~n (SBA).
enforcement and data collection
137. Small Businesses. Nationwide.
requircmonts.
there are a total of approximately 27.9
1 :{3. Evidence in the Commission's
million small businesses. ::~.ccorcling to
l'f!t.ord demonstrat8s that res rat<~s today the SBA.
vary widely, rmd in far too many cases
138. Hlired Telecommunications
greatly exceed the reasonable costs of
Carriers. The SD1\ has rlevcloped 3
providing the service. ln the Order, the
small business size standard for Wired
Commission has found that a significant Teleconununications Carriers. ·which
factnr driving these excessivP rates is
consists of all such companies having
site commission payments: Fees paid by 1,500 or fewer employees. According lo
!CS providers to correctionall~'lcilities or Census Bureau data for 2007, there were
departmE~nts of corrections in order to
3,188 firms in this category. total. that
win the exclusive right to provide ICS.
operated for the entire year. Of this
The Commission's actions in the Order
total, 3,144 firms had employment: of
H99 or fewer employees, and 44 firms
arc required by the Communications
had employment of 1,000 employee::: or
Acl, which mandates that the
mom. Thus. undHT this size standard.,
Commission ensure that interstate rates
the majority of firms can be considered
are just and roason<lble for all
.small.
Americans. Similarly, Congress made
13B. Local E'xchonge Carriers (LECs).
clear in the Act that any compensation
Neither the Commiss-ion nor the SBA
under Section 276 should be fair and
has developed a sizP- standard for small
·'benefit . . . the general pubJic,'' not
businesses specifically applicable to
just some segment of it.
local exchange services. The closest
1:34. In the Order, the Commission
applicable siZe st;mdard under SBA
sets an interim cap on interstate ICS
rules is for \:Vired Telecommunications
rates and establishes safe harbor rates.
Carriers. Under that. size standard, such
Additionally. the Commission m01ndates
a business is small if it has 1.500 or
that. any site commission payments
fewer employees. According to
recovered in end-user rates must be
Commission data. 1,:307 carriers
based upon ICS related costs. Similarly, reported that they were incumbent local
in the Order. the Commission concludes f~xchcmge service providers. Of these
that ancillary charges. such as ncr:ount
1,307 carriers. an estimated 1.006 have
.s~Jt-up fees, fees to receive a paper
1,500 or fower employees and 301 have
stilt ern en!, or fees to refund an
more than 1,500 employees.
outstanding account balance, mUst also
Consequently, the Commission
be cost-based. The Further Notice of
estimates that most providers of local
Proposed Rulemaking ('FNPRM) seeks
exchange service are small entities that
comment OJ\ additional ICS issues.
may be affected by the Commission's
<!.Summary of Significant Issues Raised action.
140. Incumbent Loco] Exchange
b_v Public Comments in RBsponsH to the
Carriers (incwniJenf LEGs}. Neither the
mF!\
Commission nor thP SBA has dnvelnped
-.n:J. The Commission did not receive
a size standard for small businesses
comment.<: specificnlly <iddressing the
specifically applicnbl~ to incumbent
rules and policies proposed in ttw !RFA. local exchange services. ThH closest
comment on the IRF A. The Commission
did not receive comments directed
Loward the IRFA. This Final Regulatory
Flexibilitv Analysis (FRFA) conforms to
the RFA..
.
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applicable size standard under SBA
rules is for Wired Telecommunications
Carriers. Under tJmt size standard, such
a business is small if it has 1 ,500 or
fw;:.ver employees. According to
Commission data, 1,307 carriers
reported that they were incumbent local
exchange service providers. Of these
1,307 carriers, an estimated 1,006 have
1,500 or fewer employees and 301. have
more than 1.,500 employees.
Consequently, the Commission
estimates thnt most providers of
incumbent local exchange service are
small businesses that may l.w affected by
the Commission's action.
141. The Commission has included
small incumbent LECs in this present
RPA analvsis. As noted above, a "small
business'~ under the RF A is one that,
inter alia, meets the pertinent small
business size standard (e.g .. a telephone
communications business having 1,500
or fewer employees), and "is not
dominant in its field of operation." The
SBA's Office of Advocacy contends that,
for RFA purposes, small incumbent
LECs are not dominant in their field of
operation because any such dominance
is not "national" in scope. The
Comm.ission has therefore included
small incumbent LECs in this RFA
analysis, although it emphasizes that
this RFA action has no effect on
Commission BnBlyses and
determinations irl other, non-RFA
contexts.
142. Competitive Local Exchange
Carriers (cornpetitille LEGs}, Cornpetitilm
Access Providers (CAPs), Shared- Tenant
Service Prm'iders, and Other Local
Service Providers. Neither the
Commission nor the SBA has developed
a small business size standard
specifically for these service providers.
The appropriatH size standard under
SBA rules is for the category Wired
Telecommunications Carriers. Under
that size standard. such a business is
small if it has 1,500 or fewer employees.
According to Commission data, 1,442
carriers reported that they were engaged
in the provision of either competitive
local exchnnge services or competitive
access provider services. Of these 1,442
carriers, an estimated 1,256 have.1 ,500
or fewer employees and 186 have more
than 1 ,500 ernployBes. Jn Clddition. 17
carriers have reported that they are
Shared-Tenant Service Providers, and
all17 are estimated to have 1,500 or
fe\-Ver employees. ln addition, 72
carriers have reported that they are
Other Local Service Providers. Of the
72, 70 have 1,500 or fewer employees
<1nd tv•.ro have more l.han 1,500
employees. Consequently, the
CommiSsion estimates that mnst
providers of compHtitive local exchangn
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applicable size standard under SBA
service, competitive access providers,
rules is for Wired Telecommunications
Shared-Tenant Service Providers. and
Carriers. Under that size standard, such
Other Local Service Providers are small
a business is small if it has 1,500 or
entities that may be affected by the
fetver employees. According to
Commission's action.
14:l. lntcrexchange Carriers (IXCs].
Commission data, 284 companies
Neither t.he Commission nor the SBA
reported that their primary
has developed a size standard for small
telecommunications service activitv w;:~s
businesses specificall.y applicable to
the provision of other toll carriage. ~Of
these, an estimated 279 have 1,500 or
interexchange serviens. The closest
fewer employees and five have inore
applicable size standard under SBA
rules is for \Nired Telecommunications
than 1500 employees. Consequently.
Carriers. UndCI' that size standard. such the Commission estimates that most
a business is small if it has '1,500 or
Other Toll Carriers are small entities
ff!wer employees. According to
that may be affected by the
Commission data, 359 companies
Commission's action.
147. Payphone Service Providers
reported that their primary
telecommunications service activitv was {PSPs). Neither the Commission nor the
SBA has developed a small business
the provision of inlerexchange serVices.
size standard specifically for payphone
Of these 35B companies, an estimated
services providers. The appropriate size
317 have 1,500 or fewer employees and
standard under SB/'1 rules is for the
42 have more than 1,500 employees.
category \Vired Telecommunications
Consequently, the Commission
Carriers. Under that size standard, such
estimates thH.t the majority of
a business is small if it has 1,500 or
interexcbange service providers are
fewer employe~s. According to
small entities that may be affected by
Commission data, 535 carriers haw~
the Commission's action.
reported that they are engrtged in the
144. Loco! Hesellers. The SBA has
developed a small business size
provision of pay phone services. Of
standard for the category of
those, an estimrttcd 531 hrtvc 1.500 or
Telecommunications RescUers. Under
fewer employees and four have more
that size stande1rd, such a business is
than 1,500 employees. Consequently,
small if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. the Commission estimates that the
According to COmmission d<1ta. 213
majority of payphone service providers
cilrTiers have reported th<1t thny are
are Sm<lll entities that mnv be affected
engagc!d in the provision of local resale
by the Commission's actiOn.
services. Of these, an estimated 211
4. Description of Projected Reporting,
have 1.,500 or fe\over employees and t\.vo
Recordkeeping, and Other Contpliance
have more than 1,500 employees.
Requirements for Small Entities
Consequently, the Commission
148. Monitoring and Cert~fication. The
estimates that the majority of local
· Order takes steps to reform ICS by
resellers are small entities that mav be
requiring providers to charge cost-based
nffectcd bv the Commission's actiOn.
rates. adopting interim rate caps for
145. Toll Resellen;. The SBA has
collect calling and prepaid and debit
developed a small business size
calling, and adopting safe-harbor rates,
standard for the category of
at or below which ICS rates will be
Telecommunications Resellers. Under
presumed tO be just, rcnsonablc. and
that size standard. such n business is
small if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. fair. The Order requires that alliCS
providers file annually data on their
According to Commission data, 881
interstate and intrastate lCS rCJtes <1nrl
carriers have reported that they am
minutes of use. The adoptocl monitoring
engaged in the provision of toll resale
requirements will facilitate enforcement
services. Of those, fin estimated 857
and act as an additional means of
have 1,500 or fewer employees and 24
ensuring that res providers' rates Cllld
have more than 1,500 employees.
practices are just, reasonable, fair and in
Consequently, the Commission
compliancn \'1-'ith the Order. The
estimates that the majority of toll
Commission also requires lCS providers
rnscllers are small entities that mav be
to Sll bmit mmuallv their overall
affected bv the Commission's actiOn.
percentage of dro()ped calls versus
146. Other Toil Carriers. Neither the
Commission nor the SBA has developed complP-ted cnlls; ilS well ns the number
n size standard for smnll businessHs
nf dropped calls by state. The
Commission also requires lCS providers
specifically applicable to Other Toll
Carrir:rs, This category includes toll
to file their charges to consumers !.hilt
are ancillary to providing the
carriers that do not t'nll \Vithin the
categories of in terexchange carriers.
telecommunications portion of ICS. The
operator .service providers, prepaid
Commissiun fltrther requires each
calling card providers. satellite service
provider to annually c1~rtify its
r.arriers, or toll resellers. The closest
compliance with other portions of th0.
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Order, including that ICS providers may
not levy or collect an additional charge
for anv form of TRS call and that
ancill~ry service charges be cost-based.
~149. Data Collection. In order to allo\"''
the Commission to establish a
permanent cap on interstate rates CJnd to
inform the Commission's evaluation of
other rate reform options in the Further
Notice, the Commission requires all rCS
providers to file data regarding their
costs to provide lCS. All such
informntion should be bc-1sed on the
most-recent fiscal ve<'~r at the time of
Oflice of Managenient and Budget
approval, may bo filed under protective
order, and will be treated as
conficl.cntial.
150. The Commission has identified
five basic categories of costs that ICS
providers incur: ('1)
Telecommunications costs, or
interconnection fees; (2} equipment
invostment costs; (3) equipment
installation and maintenance costs; (4)
security cc)sts for monitoring, call
blocking. (5) costs that are ancillary to
the provision of telecomrnunicat.ions
service rmd (6) other relevant cost data
as outlined in tl1e Bureau-produced data
template discussed below. For each of
the first four categories, ICS providers
must identify the fixed costs, the percJ!l costs and the per-minute costs to
provide each of these cost categories of
ICS. Furthermore, for each of these
categories (fixed, per-call and perminute costs), ICS providers must
identify both the direct costs, and the
joint aild common costs. For the joint.
and common costs, providers must
explain how tl1ese costs, and recovery of
them. are apportioned among the
facilities they serve, as well as the
services to which they provide. For the
fifth category, we require ICS providers
to provide their costs to establish debit
and prepaid accounts for inmCJtes in
facilities served bv them or those
inmates' called p<lrties; to add money to
those established debit or prepaid
accounts; to close debit or prepaid
accounts and .refund any outstanding
balance: to send paper statements; to
send calls to wireless numbers and
other charges ancillary to the provision
of telecommunications service. We also
require ICS providers to provide a list of
aH ancil!ary charges or fees they charge
to ICS consurnNs and account holders,
and the level of each charge or fee. t\ll
JCS providers must provide data on
their .interstate and intrastate demand
and to apportion the minutes of use
hetv:een intP-rstate and intrastate calls.
The Commission delegates to the
Wire line Competition Bureau (Bureau)
the authority to adopt a template for
submitting the data.
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5. Steps Taken To Minimize the
Significant Economic Impact on Small
Entities, <'llld Significant Alternatives
Considered
151. The RFA requires an agency to
dE)scrihe any significant, specifically
small business, alternatives that it has
considered in reaching its proposed
appronch, which may include the
following four alternatives (among
others): "(1) the establishment of
differing compliance or repOrting
requirements or timetnbles that take into
account lhe resources available to small
entities: (2) the clarification.
consolidation, or simplification of
comp_linnce and reporting requirements
under the rules for such small entities:
(::I) the use of performance rather than
design sto:~ndards: and (4) an exemption
from coverage of the rule. or any part
tbereoL for such small entiHes."
152. The Commission neHds access to
LlaLH th8t are comprehensive. reliable.
sufficiently disaggregated, and reported
in B stancl<mJizeclmanner. The Order
rr:cognizcs. bowevr.r, that reporting
nbligatious impose hurdnns on the
reporting providers. Consequently, the
O.nnmis.sion limits its collection to
information that is narrowlv tailored to
meet its needs.
~
153. J':1onitoring (lnd Certification. The
Commission requires JCS providers to
suhmit annually their nvem.U percentage
of dropped cal Is versus completed calls.
as well as the number of dropped calls
by stale. ThH Commission requires ICS
providers to fife their charges to
consumers that are ancillarv to
providing the telecommunfcations piece
of ICS. Providers a~·e currently required
to post thE~ir rates publicly on their Web
sites. Thus. this additional filirig
requirement should entail minimal
additional compliance burden, even for
the largest TCS providers.
154. The information on providers'
Web sites is not certified and is
generally not availnhle in a format that
t-vill provide the pur-call details that the
Commission requ.ires to meet its
statutory ob.ligations. Thus, the
Commission further requires each
provider to annunlly certify its
compliance ·with other portions of the
Order, including the requirement that
JCS providers may not levy or collect an
additional charge for any form ofTRS
call, nnd that nncillary service chnrgos
are cost-basod. The Commission finds
tlwt without a uniform, comprehensive
dntasf!t ·with vvhich to evnlnate ICS
providers' rates, the Commission's
analyses will be incomplete. Tho
Cnrnmigsion recognizes tbat any
infnrnwl"ion imposes burdens, which
m:Jy he mOst keenly felt by smaller
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159. It is further ordered that Part 64
providers, but concludes that the
of the Commission's Rules. 47 CFR Part.
benefits of having comprehensive data
64, is amended as set forth in Appendix
Sltbstantially outweigh tl1e burdens.
A. These rules shall become effective 90
Additionally. som~ of these potential
days after publication in the }'ederal
burdens, such as the filing ofrates
Register, except for§ G4.60UO of the .
currently required to be posted on an
Commission's Rules and the Mandatory
ICS provider"s \Veb site, nre minimaUy
Data Collection requirement as
burdensome.
155. Data Collection. The Commission discu::>scd in Section Tof the Order,
which H:ill IJec:ome effective
requires lCS providers to provide their
immediately upon announcement in the
costs for five basic categories of ICS
Federal Register of OMB approval.
costs. These data will provide tho
160. It is j11rther ordered that the
Commission with sufficient. information
CommissioH's Consumer and
to establish permanent ICS rate caps.
Govermmmtal Affairs Burenu, Reference
The Commission delegates to the
Bureau the authority to adopt a template Information Centl-~r. shall send a copy of
this Order and FNPRM, including the
for submitting the data.
Final
Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
156. The Commission is cognizant of
and Initial Regulatory Flexibility
the burdens of data r:ollections, and has
/\nalvsis, to the Chief Counsel for
therefore taken steps tn minimize
burdens, including directing the Bureau Adw;c<'~cy of the Small BusinHss
Adminisiration.
to adopt a templnte for filing the datn
.that minimizes burdens on pnwiders by List of Subjeets in'!? CFR Part 64
maximizing uniformity and ease of
Inmate calling services,
fHing, while still allowing the
Telecommunications.
Commission to gather the necessary
Federal Communications Commission.
data. The Commission also finds that
Marlene H. Dortch.
without a uniform, comprehensive
dataset with which to evaluate lCS
Secmtary.
providers' costs, its analyses will he
In consideration of the foregoing, the
incomplete, and its ability to establish
FeJeral Communications Commission
rate permanent ICS rnte caps in the
amends 4 7 CFR part 64 as follows:
future will be severely impaired. The
Commission thus concludes that
PART 54-MISCELLANEOUS· RULES
requiring ICS providers to report this
RELATING TO COMMON CARRIERS
cost data appropriately balances any
burdens of reporting with the
• ·t. The authority citation for part 64
Commission's need for the data required continues t:o read as follows:
to carry out its statutory duties.
Aulhorit,•: 47 U.S.C. 154. 254{k):
4U:1{b)(Z)(ll.). {c), Pub. L: 104-104, 110 Stal.
6. RBport to Congress
56. interpret or apply 47 U.S. C. 201, 218, 222,
225. 226, 227,228. 254(k), 616,620. and the
157. The Commission will send a
copy oft he Order, including this FRF'A. Middle Class Tax Relief and fob Creation Act
of 2012. Pub. L. 112-96. unless ol"henvise
in a report to be sent to Congress
noted.
pursuant to the Small Business
Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act of • 2. Add mYw subpart FF to part 64 to
read as follmvs:
1996. Jn addition. the Commission will
send a copy of the Order, including this Subpart FF-Inmate Calling Services
FRF /\, to the Chief Counsel for
Sec.
Advocacy of the Small Business
64.6000 Definitjons.
Administration. A copy of the Order
64.6010 Cost-based ralcs for inmate calling
and FRF A {or summaries thereof) will
services.
also be published in the :Federal
f\4.6020 Interim safn harbor.
G4.GO:W Innwtc calling services interim
Regist.er.
VI. Onh!ring Clauses
158. Accordingly, it is ordered that
pursua·nt to sections l, 4(i). 4(j), 201,
225. 276, and 303{r) of the
Communications Act o£"1934. as
amended. 47 U.S.C. 151, 154(i)-(j), 201.
225, 276, 303(r). the Report and Order
and FNPRM in WC Docknt No. 12<~75
are odopted, el"fective no days after
publication in the Federal Register.
except those rules and requirements
involving Paperwork Reduction Act
burdens, as discussed below.
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rate cap.

64.5040 Rate,.:; for Telecommunications
Rclny Service (TRS) cnlling.
64.6050 Billing-related n1l.l blocking.
64.60rJO Anuual reporting and certil'ication
requirement.

Subpart FF-lnmate Calling Services
§ 64.6000

Definitions.

r\s used in this subpart:
Ancillary charges mean any charges to
Consumers not included in the charges
assessed for individual calls and that
Consumers may be assessed for the usc

67976
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of Inmate Calling Services. Ancillary
ChargP-s include. but am not limited to.
fees to create. maintain, or close an
nccmmt with a Provider; fees in
conrwr:tinn with account. balanu~s.
including rees to add money to an
account; and fees for obtaining refunds
of outstanding funds in an account:
Collect calling rnmms a calling
<HTangement \vhoreby the called party
ngrees to pay for charges assncinted witJ1
an lnmatt! Calling Services call
original'ing from an Inmate Telephone;
Consumer means the party p;;tying a
Provider of lnmA.h·l Calling Services:
!Je!Jit calling moans a c<illing
arrangement that allows a Consumer to
pay for Inmate Calling Servir::cs from <1n

existing or established account;
In mole means a per::;on detained at a
correctional institution, regardless of the
duration of the detention; ·
Tnmate calling smvices means the
offering of intersti:lte calling capabilities
from an Inmnte Telephone;
lnmate telephone means a telephone
instrument or other device capable of
initiating telephone calls set aside by
authoritit~s of <l correctional institution
for use bv Inmates;
Prupai"d calling means a calling
arrangenwnt that allmt'S Consumers to
pay in advance tiw a specified amount
of lnrnate Calling Services:
Prepaid collect culling means a calling
arnmgcmcnt that allow~ an Jnmato to ·
initiaie an lnmatH Calling Services call
\vithout having a pre-est<lblished billing
arrangement and also provides a means,
·within that call, for the called partv to
cstilblish an ilr.rangement to be biiiCd
directly by lhe Provider of lnmatn
C<11ling Services for future calls from the
same Inmate;
Provider of Inmate Calling Services, or
Provider, means rmv communications
service provider th.it provides Inmate
Calling Services. regardless of the
technology used.
§64.6010 Cost-based rates for inmate
calling services.

All rates charged for Inmate Calling
and all Ancillary Charges must
be based onlv on costs that are
reasonably alHJ directlv related to the
provision-of ICS.
·
Scl'vicf~S

§64.6020

Interim safe harbor.

(a) A Provider's rates are
presumptively in compliance with
§ 64.G010 (subject to rebuttal! if:
(1) None of the Provider's rates for
Collect Calling exceed $0.14 per minute
at any correctional institution. and.
(2) None of the Provider·s m.tes fOr
Debit Calling, Prepaid Calling. or
Prepaid Collect Calling exceed $0.12 per
minute at any correctional inst.ltution.
(b) l\. Provider's rates shall be
considered consistent with paragraph
(a) of this sl:!ction if the total charge for
a 15-minute call, including any per-call
or per-connection charges, does not
exceed the appropriate rate in paragraph
(a)(l) or (2) of this section for a 15minute call.
(c) A Provider's rates that are
consistent. with paragraph (a) of this
section will be treated as lawful unless
and tintil the Commission or the
Wireline Competition Bureau, acting
under delegated authority, issues a
decision finding otherv.rise.
§ 64.6030 Inmate calling services interim
rate cap.

No provider shall charge a rate for
Collect Calling in excess of $0.25 per
minute. or a rate for Debit Calling,
Prepaid Calling, or Prepaid Collec!
Calling in excess of$0.21 per minute. A
Provider's rates shall be considered
consistent with this section if the total
charge for a 15-minute calL including
any per-call or per-connection ch<1rges,
does not exceed $3.75 for a 15-minute
call using Collect Calling, or $3.15 for a
15-minutc call using Debit Calling,
Prepaid Calling, or Prepaid Collect
Calling.
§64.6040 Rates for Telecommunications
Relay Service {TRS) calling.

No Provider shall levy or collect any
charge in addition to or in excess of tlw
rates for Inmate Calling Services or
charges for Ancillary Charges for any
form of TRS calL
§ 64.6050

Billing-related call blocking.

No Provider shall prohibit or prevent
completiuri of a Collect Calling call or
decline to establish or otherwise
degrade Collect Calling solely for the
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reason that it lacks a billing relationship
with thP. called pC~rty"s communications
service provider unless the Provider
offers Debit Calling, Prepaid Calling, or
Prepaid Collect Calling.
§64.6060 Annual reporting and
certification requirement.

(a) All Providers must submit a rcpcirt
to the Commission, by April 1st of each
year. regarding their interstate and
intrastate lnmate Calling Services for the
prior calendar year. The report shall
contain:
[l) The follmdng information broken
out by correctional institution; by
jurisdictional nature to the extent that
there are differences among interstate,
intrastate, cmd local calls; and bv the
nature of tho billing arrangemerl"t to the
extent there are differences among
Collect Calling, Debit Calling. PrejJaid
Calling, PrP.fXlid Collect Calling, or any'
other type uf billing arrangement:
(i) Rates for lnmate Calling Services,
rept_)fting separately per-millute rates
anrl per-calJ or per-connection charges;
(ii) Ancillary charges:
(iii} Minutes of use:
(iv) The average duration of calls:
(v) The percentage of calls
rlisconuected by the Provider for
reasons other t.tlan expiration of'time;
(vi) The numbor of calls disconnflcted
by the Provider for reasons other than
expiration of time;
(2) A ccrtific.ation that the Provider
was in compliance during the entire
prior calendar year with the rates for
Telecommunications Relay Service as
required by§ G4.G040;
(3) ;-\certification that the Provider
was in r:ompliance during the entire
prior calendar year •vith the
requirement that all rates and charges be
cost-based as required by §64.6010,
including Ancillary Charges.
(b) t\n officer or director from each
Provider must certify that the reported
information and data are accurate and
complete to the best of his or ber
knowledge. information. and belief.
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